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Abstract
We ﬁrst review the description of ﬂag manifolds in terms of Plücker
coordinates and coherent states. Using this description, we construct
fuzzy versions of the algebra of functions on these spaces in both operatorial and star product language. Our main focus is here on ﬂag manifolds appearing in the double ﬁbration underlying the most common
twistor correspondences. After extending the Plücker description to certain supersymmetric cases, we also obtain the appropriate deformed algebra of functions on a number of fuzzy ﬂag supermanifolds. In particular,
fuzzy versions of Calabi–Yau supermanifolds are found.
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Introduction and results

Quite often in physics, approximation methods like perturbation theory are
necessary for explicit computations. In particular, nonperturbative methods, which typically involve the reduction of the ﬁeld theory to a model with
a ﬁnite number of degrees of freedom, are required to access the physics of
ﬁeld theories in the strong coupling regime. The standard method of this
type is lattice ﬁeld theory. It has been very successful in the study of conﬁnement in quantum chromodynamics and for nonperturbative regularization
of quantum ﬁeld theories.
Lattice discretizations do have some disadvantages, however. They do
not retain the symmetries of the exact theory except in some rough sense.
By limiting the couplings to nearest neighbour, the topology and diﬀerential
geometry of the underlying manifolds are treated only indirectly.
Furthermore, the description of fermions in this context leads to the wellknown fermion doubling problem.
Fortunately, the lattice is not the only method of reducing a ﬁeld theory
to a ﬁnite number of degrees of freedom. An alternative is what has become
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known as the fuzzy approach [1–10], see [11] for a detailed review. The
basic idea is here to take a classical phase space of ﬁnite volume, quantize it
and thus obtain a space carrying a function algebra with a ﬁnite number of
degrees of freedom. There are certain limitations to this approach, such as
the even dimensionality of the parent manifold, that can be avoided when
the phase space is a coadjoint orbit of a Lie group. The functions on the
resultant fuzzy spaces are described by linear operators on irreducible representations of the group. The simplest such example is the two sphere S 2 ,
with the resulting phase space known as the fuzzy sphere [1]. Field theory
models on the fuzzy sphere then possess only a ﬁnite number of modes. The
simplest such ﬁeld theory with φ4 interaction was proposed in [3].
There are other reasons to consider fuzzy spaces. They lead to matrix
models, which have seen much interest by string theorists especially in
describing D-branes: When considering D-branes on group manifolds [12],
turning on background ﬁelds can render the target space geometry fuzzy [13].
Similarly, a system of D0-branes in a nontrivial background can form the
fuzzy sphere [14]; see also [15].
The spaces we choose for deformation play a prominent rôle in various
geometrical areas. Flag manifolds, i.e., the spaces of sequences of nested subvector spaces in a given vector space, are generalizations of Graßmannians
(and thus of complex projective spaces) and serve as nontrivial examples in
algebraic geometry. They are special cases of coset spaces, and in particular coset superspaces received growing attention recently [16, 17]. Moreover,
ﬂag manifolds arise naturally in the theory of characteristic classes of vector
bundles, in representation theory, in mirror symmetry and in twistor theory. It is therefore clear that studying fuzzy versions of ﬂag manifolds may
lead to a deeper understanding of both diﬀerential and algebraic geometry
on fuzzy spaces. Although the results presented in this paper generalize to
arbitrary ﬂag manifolds, we will restrict our attention to those which appear
naturally in the double ﬁbrations of twistor theory described, e.g., in [18].
We start our discussion by giving a detailed description of ﬂag manifolds
in terms of Plücker coordinates and the geometric structures on these spaces.
The latter is induced from a canonical embedding of the ﬂag manifolds into
Euclidean space. We continue with the description of the correspondence
between ﬂag manifolds and coherent states in various representations of
the Lie group SU(n). In particular, a relationship between the patches
covering a ﬂag manifold and dominant weight states in the corresponding
representation is established.
With the appropriate representations found in the coherent state picture
together with the Plücker description, the discussion of fuzzy ﬂag manifolds
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is rather straightforward. We present the matrix algebras corresponding to
the algebra of functions on these spaces together with the equivalent star
product picture. The latter is used to translate derivatives, which contain
information about the geometry of the ﬂag manifolds, into the operator language. In particular, the Laplacian turns into the second-order Casimir operator in the considered representation. It is also shown that the constructed
matrix algebras converge towards the algebra of continuous functions on ﬂag
manifolds in the limit of inﬁnite-dimensional representations.
To prepare the fuzziﬁcation of ﬂag supermanifolds, we develop the superanalogue to the Plücker embedding, which is novel, as far as we know. Also,
the embedding of these ﬂag supermanifolds into Euclidean superspaces is
discussed. A relation between supercoherent states and points on ﬂag supermanifolds is found, which is closely related to the corresponding picture in
the case of ordinary ﬂag manifolds. The fuzziﬁcation can then be obtained
in a rather straightforward way. We give a series of matrix algebras, which
approximate functions on the ﬂag supermanifolds and present the equivalent star product formulation. All derivatives can again be translated
into the operator language and encode geometric information about the
spaces.
The results we obtain may ﬁnd several applications. First, it is desirable
to see whether the Penrose–Ward transform (see, e.g., [19] for a review)
can be carried over to an analogous construction built on a double ﬁbration
of fuzzy spaces. This, however, would demand a clearer understanding of
the various gauge theories (i.e., holomorphic Chern–Simons and Yang–Mills
theory) on the involved fuzzy geometries together with an explicit notion
of holomorphic vector bundles over fuzzy spaces, see [20] for progress in
this direction. Second, the Graßmannian G2;4 is the conformal compactiﬁcation of complex Minkowski space and after imposing reality conditions,
one arrives at the compactiﬁed form of four-dimensional space-times with
all possible signatures. Fuzzy versions of these spaces would certainly be
very useful; unfortunately, it is not clear, how to impose the corresponding reality conditions in the fuzzy case. The main purpose of constructing
fuzzy ﬂag manifolds and in particular their supersymmetric counterparts
is, however, to have at hand fuzzy versions of Calabi–Yau supermanifolds.
These spaces, as, e.g., the fuzzy version of the complex projective superspace CP 3|4 discussed in this paper, might be used for the construction of
ﬁrst examples of interacting supersymmetric ﬁeld theories on fuzzy spaces
that can be simulated numerically. Furthermore, there is a conjectured
mirror symmetry [21] between two of the ﬂag supermanifolds we describe in
this paper (CP 3|4 and F(1|0)(3|3);4|3 ), and trying to understand this mirror
symmetry in terms of fuzzy spaces seems very promising.
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Plücker coordinates and the geometry of ﬂag manifolds

2.1

Flag manifolds of U(4)

Consider the vector space Cn . A ﬂag fk1 ···kr ;n in Cn is a sequence of nested
vector subspaces Vk1  · · ·  Vkr ⊂ Cn such that dimC Vj = j. A ﬂag manifold Fk1 ···kr ;n is the set of all ﬂags fk1 ···kr ;n .
The simplest example of a ﬂag manifold is F1;n , which is the complex
projective space CP n−1 . Furthermore, the Graßmannian Gk;n , the space
of k-dimensional vector subspaces of Cn , is the ﬂag manifold Fk;n . A ﬂag
fk;n = Vk is obviously invariant under the subgroup H = U(n − k) × U(k) ⊂
U(n), as the elements of U(n − k) do not change vectors in Vk , while the
elements of U(k) are just the unitary maps Vk → Vk . Therefore, the group
H deﬁnes (maximal) equivalence classes of ﬂags in U(n) and we can write
Fk;n = U(n)/H. This can be generalized to
Fk1 ···kr ;n = U(n)/(U(n − kr ) × U(kr − kr−1 ) · · · × U(k1 ))
= SU(n)/S(U(n − kr ) × U(kr − kr−1 ) · · · × U(k1 )),

(2.1)

and thus the dimension of this ﬂag manifold is n2 − (n − kr )2 − (kr − kr−1 )2
− · · · − (k1 )2 . Note that the above equation cannot be used as a deﬁning
relation, as the embedding of the subgroup factored out is not speciﬁed.
The ﬂag manifolds of SU(4) can also be obtained as coset spaces of SL(4, C),
the complexiﬁcation of SU(4), see, e.g., [22]. Here, one factors out the
group of certain upper block triangular matrices and from this complexiﬁed
description it follows that ﬂag manifolds are complex manifolds. They are in
fact Kähler manifolds and we will construct their Kähler structure explicitly
later on. We will also see that ﬂag manifolds are adjoint orbits {gPg −1 |g ∈
SU(4)} of certain projectors P and therefore carry a natural symplectic
structure. Furthermore, a ﬂag manifold is a homogeneous space.
The ﬂag manifolds of U(n) split naturally into irreducible and reducible
ones, where the irreducible ﬂag manifolds are the Graßmannians Fk1 ;n =
Gk1 ;n . In their case, the compact subgroup H consists of two factors. These
ﬂag manifolds form hermitian symmetric spaces, i.e., the commutators of
two elements of u(n)/(u(n − k1 ) × u(k1 )) is an element of u(n − k1 ) × u(k1 ).
In the following, we will be exclusively interested1 in ﬂag manifolds
of U(4), which naturally appear in the double ﬁbrations underlying the
most important twistor correspondences, see, e.g., [18]. These ﬁbrations
1

Nevertheless, all of our discussion trivially translates into the case of ﬂag manifolds
of U(n).
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are obtained by truncating the ﬂags in an obvious manner, e.g., there is a
projection F12;4 → F2;4 . All the twistor double ﬁbrations are included in the
following diagram:

F2;4




F23;4

HH
Y

6

6

HH
j

F3;4

*


6

F123;4

F12;4




HH
j

(2.2)

F13;4

? 
HH
j F


1;4

In the twistor context, the space F2;4 is the conformal compactiﬁcation
of complexiﬁed Minkowski space M̂ and the spaces F1;4 , F3;4 , F13;4 are the
spaces of self-dual null planes in M̂ (twistor space), anti-self-dual null planes
in M̂ (dual twistor space) and null geodesics in M̂ (a thickening of which
is the ambitwistor space), respectively. One can also consider aﬃne (noncompact) subspaces of all the above spaces and the corresponding double
ﬁbrations. For more details on this point, see [19].
The dimensions of the involved spaces are easily calculated from the
formula given below the deﬁning equation (2.1). The minimal number of
patches in a covering of the ﬂag manifolds can be calculated inductively in

the following way. The minimal number of patches covering all of Gk;n is nk ;
in particular, we have n as the minimal number of patches for CP n−1 . The
number of patches needed for a ﬂag manifold is then obtained by multiplying the patches of the contained subﬂags. For example, to cover F12;4 , one
needs at least 6 for F2;4 times 2 for F1;2 equals 12 patches. We summarize
the results of these calculations in the following table:
Flag manifold

F1;4 F2;4 F3;4 F12;4 F13;4 F23;4 F123;4

Complex dimension
Minimal # patches

2.2

3
4

4
6

3
4

5
12

5
12

5
12

6
24

Description of CP 3

There are various aspects of the classical description of ﬂag manifolds that
we will use for their fuzziﬁcation. In particular, we need a description in
terms of homogeneous coordinates, a description in terms of projectors and
the link between both of them. We will ﬁrst discuss the simple example
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of F1;4 = CP 3 = U(4)/(U(3) × U(1)) in detail before going over to the more
complicated spaces.
A normalized vector in C4 clearly spans a one-dimensional vector subspace
of C4 and thus corresponds to a ﬂag f1;4 . There is, however, a redundancy
in the total phase of the vector, which needs to be factored out. One is thus
naturally led to consider the generalized Hopf ﬁbration deﬁned by the short
exact sequence
1 −→ U(1) −→ S 2n−1 −→ CP n−1 −→ 1
ai

(2.3)

C4 ,

for the case n = 4. In coordinates
on
the projection down to S 7
i
j
amounts to imposing the condition a ā δij = 1 and the subsequent projection
down to CP 3 is performed by considering the auxiliary coordinates
xa1;4 := āi λaij aj ,

(2.4)

where λaij , a = 1, . . . , 15 are the Gell-Mann matrices2 of SU(4). These coordinates describe an embedding of CP 3 in R15 . Note that we factored out
only the U(1) (internal) part from the invariance group of the ﬂag f1;4 acting
nontrivially on the one-dimensional subspace of C4 spanned by the vector a.
The remaining U(3) (external) part acts orthogonally to this vector and
therefore leaves it invariant. In an equivalent construction [20], the action
of this external group appears more explicitly.
The homogeneous coordinates ai are a special case of the so-called Plücker
coordinates, which we will discuss in the next section. Before, however, let
us give a second description of CP 3 in terms of projectors, see, e.g., [5].
A projector P is a hermitian 4 × 4 matrix satisfying P 2 = P. The rank
of the projector P, tr (P), is equal to the dimension of the subspace it
projects onto. It is therefore evident that every point on an irreducible ﬂag
manifold Fk;4 corresponds to a rank-k projector Pk;4 (x); in particular, CP 3
is isomorphic to the space of rank-1 projectors P1;4 (x).
The space of projectors acting on C4 is spanned by the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(4) and the identity. We can write
P = xâ λâ = x0 λ0 + xa λa ,

√

(2.5)

where â = 0, . . . , 15
√ and a = 1, . . . , 15. We use λ0 = 1/ 4, which implies
0
that x = tr (P)/ 4 and

δab
1 
(2.6)
λa λb = √ λ0 + √ dab c + ifab c λc ,
4
2
2

We shall adopt the following convention throughout:
√
tr (λa λb ) = δ ab , [λa , λb ] = 2if ab c λc .
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where dab c and fab c are the (traceless) symmetric invariant tensor and the
structure constants of SU(4), respectively. Recall that the Lie algebra indices
are raised and lowered with the Killing metric δab .
As stated above, the irreducible ﬂag manifolds Fk;4 correspond to the
space of projector Pk;4 of rank k and the condition (Pk;4 )2 = Pk;4 deﬁnes a
set of quadratic constraints, embedding the ﬂag manifolds in R16 (or R15 ,
if one considers x0k;4 already ﬁxed by the condition on the trace of Pk;4 ).
Explicitly, they read as

xak;4 xak;4 =

4k − k 2
4

and xak;4 xbk;4 dab c =

√ 4 − 2k c
2
xk;4 .
4

(2.7)

0 of rank k, all of the space F
Given a projector Pk;4
k;4 is obtained by
0
−1
its orbit gPk;4 g , g ∈ U(4). However, two elements g and g  related by
g = g  h, where h ∈ H = U(4 − k) × U(k), will rotate to the same element
0 g −1 = g  P 0 g −1 . This simply reﬂects the deﬁnition (2.1) of F
gPk;4
k;4 as a
k;4
coset space.

There is evidently a relation between F1;4 and F3;4 since the coordinates
xa1;4 of a projector P1;4 yield the coordinates of a projector P3;4 by xa3;4 =
−xa1;4 , as one easily checks using (2.7). Furthermore, the coordinates xa2;4 of
a projector P2;4 yield a second projector P̌2;4 with coordinates x̌a2;4 = −xa2;4 .
The meaning of these dualities will become clear in the next section.
For CP 3 = F1;4 , the projector is obtained by extending the deﬁnition (2.4)
of the auxiliary coordinates to xâ1;4 = āi λâij aj , which satisfy the constraints
(2.7). Due to λâij λâkl = δil δkj , the resulting projector is then explicitly given
by the matrix P1;4 = aāT and one easily veriﬁes (P1;4 )2 = P1;4 .

2.3

Plücker coordinates and projectors describing
irreducible ﬂag manifolds

To deﬁne a two-plane in C4 , we can use two normalized vectors a, b ∈ C4
[i j]
antisymmetrized to A2 := a ∧ b = 12 (a ⊗ b − b ⊗ a) = (Aij
2 ) := a b . As one
easily observes, the antisymmetrization projects on the mutually orthogonal
components of a and b. The Aij
2 are so-called Plücker coordinates on F2;4 =
U(4)/(U(2) × U(2)) and satisfy by construction the identity
kl
εijkl Aij
2 A2 = 0.

(2.8)
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As there are six projective Plücker coordinates, we learn that the
Graßmannian F2;4 is a quadric in CP 5 , the so-called Klein quadric, see,
e.g., [23]. Equation (2.8) is an example of the Plücker relations, which
describe an embedding of a Graßmannian Gk;n in P(Λk Cn ). Although the
Plücker relation is straightforward in the present case of F2;4 = G2;4 , we will
need more nontrivial such relations when discussing ﬂag supermanifold and
we will present a more explicit discussion in Section 5.2 There are certainly
other approaches to coordinatizing ﬂag manifolds; see, e.g., [22] for “Bruhat
coordinates” and more background material on ﬂag manifolds.
Let us now consider the space of hyperplanes in C4 , i.e., F3;4 = U(4)/
(U(1) × U(3)). Analogous to the case of the two-plane, a three-plane is
spanned by three antisymmetrized vectors a ∧ b ∧ c, which are naturally dual
to a single vector dˇ = (dˇi ) = (εijkl aj bk cl ), which in turn spans the orthogonal
complement to the hyperplane. However, the nondualized picture will be
useful later on and therefore let us also introduce the Plücker coordinates
[i j k]
Aijk
3 =a b c .
We can contract these new Plücker coordinates with tensor products of
the Gell-Mann matrices, which yields auxiliary coordinates describing an
embedding of the Graßmannians in Euclidean space. In the case of F2;4 , we
have
b̂
= Āi21 i2 (λâ ∧ λb̂ )i1 i2 ,j1 j2 Aj21 j2
(2.9)
xâ2;4
with the antisymmetrized tensor product ∧ deﬁned in components as
(A ∧ B)ij;kl =

1
4

(Aik Bjl − Ajk Bil − Ail Bjk + Ajl Bik ).

(2.10)

The choice of this contraction, which again factors out a phase, will become
obvious after discussing the description of F2;4 in terms of projectors. Note
b̂ is symmetric in its indices. The above contraction is in agreement
that xâ2;4
with the generalized Hopf ﬁbration3
1 −→ U(2) −→ S 7 × S 5 −→ F2;4 = G2;4 −→ 1.

(2.11)

As before, a normalized complex vector in C4 deﬁnes a point on S 7 , and we
choose a to be this point. In the combination A2 = a ∧ b, the component of
b parallel to a vanishes trivially, and thus the relevant component of b is a
point on S 5 . Factoring out the internal U(2) which describes rotations in
the plane a ∧ b, one obtains G2;4 . The other U(2) factor is again trivially
factored out, since it does not aﬀect Aij
2 . To see that the contraction (2.9)
3

After imposing a certain reality condition, this ﬁbration reduces naturally to
R
1 → S1 × S1 → S3 × S3 → S2 × S2 ∼
= G2;4 → 1.
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indeed factors out an U(2), note that the action
 1

 1

a · · · a4
a · · · a4
−→ g 1
with g ∈ U(2),
b1 · · · b4
b · · · b4

(2.12)

kl
leaves invariant both Āij
2 and A2 up to a phase and therefore (2.9) is indeed
invariant. Correspondingly, one can discuss the isotropy groups for all the
ﬂag manifolds we construct in the following. We refrain from doing this, but
present a more detailed discussion in the quantized picture.

In the case of F3;4 , we choose the auxiliary coordinates


b̂ĉ
xâ3;4
= Āi31 i2 i3 λâ ∧ λb̂ ∧ λĉ
Aj31 j2 j3 .
i1 i2 i3 ,j1 j2 j3

(2.13)

In the dual picture, this corresponds to
x̌â3;4 = d¯ˇk λ̌âkl dˇl



ˆ
with λ̌âkl ∼ εki1 i2 i3 εlj1 j2 j3 λb̂ ∧ λĉ ∧ λd

i1 i2 i3 ,j1 j2 j3

, (2.14)

ˆ → â can easily be
and the implied map of the Lie algebra indices (b̂ĉd)
calculated. This contraction corresponds to the generalized Hopf ﬁbration
1 −→ U(3) −→ S 7 × S 5 × S 3 −→ F3;4 −→ 1.

(2.15)

Although we already gave a description of the Graßmannians Fk;4 in terms
of projectors in the previous section, it will be more convenient to switch to
certain rank-1 projectors Pk;4 acting on the representation spaces of the 6
and 4̄ of4 u(4) in the cases F2;4 and F3;4 , respectively. This can be done
in three equivalent ways. In the ﬁrst one, one chooses two or three rank-1
projectors and antisymmetrizes them
P2;4 = 2P 1 ∧ P 2

and P3;4 = 3P 1 ∧ P 2 ∧ P 3 ,

(2.16)

where P r = xâr λâ are some rank-1 projectors. Besides the usual conditions
(2.7) on rank-1 projectors, additional conditions between the coordinate vectors xr and xs arise to guarantee that P2;4 and P3;4 are projectors. These
conditions state, e.g., for P2;4 that P 1 + P 2 is again a projector, which
amounts to P 1 P 2 + P 2 P 1 = 0. In terms of coordinates, the ﬁrst projector is
constructed from a complex vector ai by xa1;4 = āi λaij aj , while the second one
is constructed from an orthonormalized vector bi⊥ with bi⊥ ∼ bi − (āj bj )ai by
xa2;4 = b̄i⊥ λaij bj⊥ . The sum of these two rank-1 projectors will automatically
yield a rank-2 projector.
4

Recall that these representations carry two and three antisymmetrized indices of the
fundamental of u(4), respectively.
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Alternatively, we can also antisymmetrize our previous rank-2 and rank-3
projectors P2;4 and P3;4

P2;4
= P2;4 ∧ P2;4


and P3;4
= P3;4 ∧ P3;4 ∧ P3;4 ,

(2.17)

as discussed in [7]. Note that both approaches are equivalent, the latter,
however, is slightly more economical in the use of parameters. Furthermore,
due to the formula
tr (A ∧ B) = 12 ( tr (A) tr (B) − tr (AB)),

(2.18)

which is easily veriﬁed using (2.10), and a similar one for the antisymmetrization of three projectors, all of the above projectors have unit trace
and therefore indeed rank 1.
Here, we choose to work in the ﬁrst approach, embedding the
Graßmannians in the space of symmetrized products of vectors in R16 . This
will eventually lead to simpler expressions for the star product on all the
Graßmannians. It is also linked to the contractions we obtained from the
various Hopf ﬁbrations in the previous section. Let us ﬁrst introduce the
shorthand notation
λâ1 ···ân = λâ1 ∧ · · · ∧ λân .
(2.19)
Recall that λâ1 ···ân turns out to be totally symmetric in its indices. Using
this notation, we can easily deﬁne the appropriate projectors in the 6 and
4̄ of u(4) as
(âb̂)

P2;4 = 2x2;4 λâb̂
(âb̂ĉ)

P3;4 = 3x3;4 λâb̂ĉ

(âb̂)

with x2;4 = āi1 b̄i2 (λâb̂ )i1 i2 ,j1 j2 aj1 bj2 ,
(âb̂ĉ)

with x3;4

(2.20)

= āi1 b̄i2 c̄i3 (λâb̂ĉ )i1 i2 i3 ,j1 j2 j3 aj1 bj2 cj3 .

Here, the subspaces are spanned by complex vectors a, b and a, b, c, respec(âb̂)

(âb̂ĉ)

tively, and x2;4 and x3;4 describe embeddings of F2;4 and F3;4 in R16·17/2−1
000
and R16·17·18/(2·3)−1 , respectively. Note that the coordinates x00
2;4 and x3;4
are ﬁxed by the ranks of the projectors P2;4 and P3;4 .
To check that these operators are indeed projectors, one uses identities
like


(2.21)
(A ∧ B)(C ∧ D) = 12 (AC ∧ BD) + (AD ∧ BC)
yielding the Fierz identities discussed in Appendix B. For example, P2;4 can
be shown to read as
(2.22)
(P2;4 )ij;kl = a[i bj] ā[k b̄l] ,
where we have chosen a and b orthogonal to each other. It then follows
immediately that
(P2;4 )ij;kl (P2;4 )kl;mn = (P2;4 )ij;mn .

(2.23)
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Note that the naı̈ve contraction to obtain the auxiliary coordinates for
F2;4
â
kl
xâ2;4 = Āij
2 (λ ∧ 1)ij,kl A2

(2.24)

does not yield a projector since xâ2;4 (λâ ∧ 1)ij,kl is not idemquadratic.

2.4

The description of reducible ﬂag manifolds

The construction of the Plücker coordinates for the reducible ﬂag manifolds
is performed in successive steps. For the complete ﬂag manifold 5 F123;4 =
U(4)/(U(1))4 , we start from the Plücker coordinates for a line in C4 , ai ,
[i j]
and add a plane containing this line, Aij
2 = a b as well as a hyperplane
[i j k]
containing this plane, Aijk
3 = a b c . We arrive at the set of coordinates
a[i bj ck] ,

a[i bj] ,

ai ,

from which we can construct the auxiliary coordinates


[i1 i2 i3 ] ŵ1 ŵ2 ŵ3
1 ···ŵ6
λ
xŵ
a[j1 bj2 cj3 ]
123;4 = ā b̄ c̄
i1 i2 i3 ,j1 j2 j3


× ā[i4 b̄i5 ] λŵ4 ŵ5 i4 i5 ,j4 j5 a[j4 bj5 ] āi6 (λŵ6 )i6 j6 aj6.

(2.25)

(2.26)

The Hopf ﬁbration underlying this contraction reads as
1 −→ U(1) × U(1) × U(1) −→ S 7 × S 5 × S 3 −→ F123;4 −→ 1, (2.27)
1 ···ŵ6
and the three U(1) factors leave invariant the three factors in xŵ
123;4 .

On the remaining ﬂag manifolds, the Plücker coordinates are given by
subsets of the coordinates for F123;4 . For example, on F12;4 = U(4)/(U(2) ×
U(1) × U(1)), we have the Plücker coordinates
a[i bj] ,

ai

(2.28)

with obvious auxiliary coordinates. The Hopf ﬁbration reads as
1 −→ U(1) × U(1) −→ S 7 × S 5 −→ F12;4 −→ 1.

(2.29a)

This ﬁbration is a reduction of the Hopf ﬁbration for F2;4 to the case in
which the (internal) isotropy group of the ﬂags is merely U(1) × U(1).
The construction of F13;4 = U(4)/(U(1) × U(2) × U(1)) and F23;4 = U(4)/
(U(1) × U(1) × U(2)) follows the same line of argument, and the two Hopf
5

The manifolds consisting of nonmaximal ﬂags are called partial ﬂag manifolds.
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ﬁbrations read as
1 −→ U(1) × U(2) −→ S 7 × S 5 × S 3 −→ F13;4 −→ 1,

(2.29b)

1 −→ U(2) × U(1) −→ S 7 × S 5 × S 3 −→ F23;4 −→ 1,

(2.29c)

respectively. In particular, the ﬂag manifold F13;4 is described by the set of
Plücker coordinates (a[i bj ck] , ai ). In twistor theory, the common description
of this space is in terms of a quadric in the space CP 3 × CP 3∗ with coordinates ai and a∗i . The quadric condition reads as ai a∗i = 0 and with the
identiﬁcation a∗i = εijkl aj bk cl , its relation to the Plücker description becomes
clear.
Also the reducible ﬂag manifolds can be mapped to the space of certain
tensor products of projectors. For example in the case F12;4 , we combine
1 ∧ P 2 with an additional rank-1 projector P 3 given by a linear
P2;4 = P1;4
1;4
1;4
1 and P 2 :
combination of P1;4
1;4
3
1
2
P1;4
= αP1;4
+ βP1;4
,

α2 + β 2 = 1.

(2.30)

3 projects onto a one-dimensional subspace of the plane which P
Thus, P1;4
2;4
3 implies that the coordinates are linear
projects onto. The deﬁnition of P1;4
combinations:
(2.31)
xâ3 = αxâ1 + βxâ2 ,

and together with the constraints on the projectors and the antisymmetriza1 and P 2 in P , this equation describes an embedding of the
tion of P1;4
2;4
1;4
ﬂag manifold F12;4 in Euclidean space.
For the complete ﬂag manifold F123;4 , we use altogether six rank-1 pro123 , P 45 and P 6 , each satisfying equation (2.7) and
jectors, combined in P3;4
2;4
1;4
furthermore fulﬁlling conditions corresponding to (2.31). The coordinates
b̂ĉ , xâb̂ and xâ form an over-complete set of coordinates on F
xâ123
123;4 , and the
45
6
restrictions we impose are an embedding of F123;4 in Euclidean space.
All of the reducible ﬂag manifolds can again be described in terms of
rank-1 projectors P. Explicitly, these projectors read as
P12;4 = xŵ1 ŵ2 ŵ3 λŵ1 ŵ2 ⊗ λŵ3 ,
P13;4 = xŵ1 ···ŵ4 λŵ1 ···ŵ3 ⊗ λŵ4 ,
P23;4 = xŵ1 ···ŵ5 λŵ1 ···ŵ3 ⊗ λŵ4 ŵ5 ,

(2.32)

P123;4 = xŵ1 ···ŵ6 λŵ1 ···ŵ3 ⊗ λŵ4 ŵ5 ⊗ λŵ6 ,
where the xŵ1 ···ŵk are the auxiliary coordinates constructed from the (independent) Plücker coordinates on the various ﬂag manifolds. Note that in
all cases the number of generators in the projector corresponds to the sum
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of the dimensions of the nested vector spaces in the ﬂag. Even though this
description contains a vast redundancy, it turns out to be rather convenient
for describing the geometric structures on the ﬂag manifolds inherited from
the embedding in Euclidean space, which is the purpose of the next section.

2.5

Geometric structures on the ﬂag manifolds

In this section, we will develop expressions for the complex structure, the
metric and the symplectic structure on the ﬂag manifolds introduced above,
following closely [5]. Given a projector P 0 , which describes a point on the
ﬂag manifold M = Fi1 ···ik ;4 , all of M is obtained by an appropriate action
of U(4) on P 0 . That is, the tangent directions are given by inﬁnitesimal
actions of U(4) and thus the space of tangent vectors is
TP 0 M = {R(Λ)P 0 |Λ ∈ su(4)}.

(2.33)

Here, we have to distinguish the diﬀerent representations R of Λ for the
diﬀerent projectors P 0 used for the various ﬂag manifolds. For projectors
consisting of k-fold antisymmetric combinations of rank-1 projectors, R(Λ)
is the sum of a k-fold tensor product with all entries 1 but one, which is
adΛ := i[Λ, ·]. In particular, we have
R(Λ) := adΛ

for P1;4 ,

R(Λ) := adΛ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ adΛ

for P2;4 ,

(2.34)

R(Λ) := adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ

for P3;4 .

for the irreducible ﬂag manifolds. The representations in the case of reducible
ﬂag manifolds are constructed in an obvious manner, and one has, e.g.,
R(Λ) := adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ + 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ 1

for P12;4 ,

R(Λ) := adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ + 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1
+ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ 1 for P13;4 .

(2.35)

If and only if Λ is a generator of H, R(Λ)P 0 vanishes and therefore TP 0 M
is of the same dimension as M . By construction, we have for an element
V ∈ TP 0 M
V † = V,

{P 0 , V } = V,

tr V = 0.

(2.36)

The orthogonal complement of TP 0 M in the embedding space is spanned
by all other actions of U(4) onto P 0 . In particular for CP 3 , the generators κa
of the stabilizer subgroup H = U(3) × U(1) of P 0 span the orthogonal complement of TP 0 M in the embedding space R16 as they satisfy by deﬁnition
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[P 0 , κa ] = 0 and therefore they are orthogonal to any element of TP 0 M :
i tr (κa [Λ, P 0 ]) = 0.
To deﬁne a complex structure I, we start from such a structure on the
embedding space, which in turn induces a complex structure on the
tangent space at P 0 . Consider the generators λâ of u(4). We can pair
them into (λ2p , λ2p+1 ), p = 0 · · · 7 and deﬁne I(λ2p , λ2p+1 ) = (−λ2p+1 , λ2p ),
which amounts to the canonical complex structure on R16 . This translates
into a complex structure on any general embedding space and the pairing
together with the projection onto TP 0 M is performed by taking the
commutator with P 0 :
IV = −i[P 0 , V ]

with V ∈ TP 0 M.

(2.37)

One easily checks that I 2 = −1 and IW = 0 for W ∈ TP⊥0 M . This deﬁnition
extends from TP 0 M to the full tangent bundle and yields an almost complex
structure on M , which turns out to be integrable.
Also the metric is induced from the one on the embedding space, which
is the Euclidean (Killing) metric and, after translation into matrices, simply given by the trace. To incorporate the projection onto TP 0 M , we can
multiply each vector in TP 0 M by the complex structure before taking the
trace which yields the hermitian metric


(2.38)
g(V1 , V2 ) = tr (IV1 IV2 ) = − tr [P 0 , V1 ][P 0 , V2 ] ,
as for elements V1 , V2 ∈ TP 0 M , we have g(V1 , V2 ) = g(IV1 , IV2 ). The continuation of this metric to all of M is evident. There is furthermore a symplectic
structure deﬁned as
Ω(V1 , V2 ) := g(IV1 , V2 ),

(2.39)

which we can combine as usually with the metric into the Kähler structure
J deﬁned as
J(V1 , V2 ) :=

1
2

(g(V1 , V2 ) + iΩ(V1 , V2 )) = tr (P 0 V1 (1 − P 0 )V2 ),

(2.40)

which also extends globally.
Note that the projectors we use in the description of ﬂag manifolds are of
rank 1 and therefore, the above formula simpliﬁes to
J(V1 , V2 ) = tr (P 0 V1 V2 ) − tr (P 0 V1 ) tr (P 0 V2 ).

(2.41)

On CP 3 , Λ is a generator of the fundamental representation of
b̂ = Ω(λâ , λb̂ ) as well as
SU(4) and we can introduce the components Ωâ1;4
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âb̂ = J(λâ , λb̂ ). For these, we have the useful identities
J1;4
b̂
=
Ωâ1;4

√

2f ab c xc

(2.42)

and


âb̂
λb̂ = tr P 0 λâ (1 − P 0 )λb̂ λb̂ = P 0 λâ (1 − P 0 ),
J1;4


âb̂
= λâ tr P 0 λâ (1 − P 0 )λb̂ = (1 − P 0 )λb̂ P 0 .
λâ J1;4

(2.43)

In deriving these identities, one needs the relation
tr (λb̂ λâ )λâ = λb̂

for λâ , λb̂ ∈ u(4),

(2.44)

cf. formulæ (B.23). Due to (P 0 )2 = P 0 , the relations (2.43) remain valid
after omitting the hats over the indices.
Let us brieﬂy comment on the explicit form of the structures obtained
in the above discussion for the various ﬂag manifolds. We start with the
Graßmannians. These spaces are described by rank-1 projectors in the representation R, which is here the previously deﬁned k-fold ∧-product of the
fundamental one. The tangent directions are given by inﬁnitesimal actions
of elements of U(4):
TP2;4
0 F2;4 =
TP3;4
0 F3;4 =




 0
adΛ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ adΛ P2;4
|Λ ∈ su(4) ,

 0
adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ P3;4
|Λ ∈ su(4) .
(2.45)

0 is given by
Note that the most general action, e.g., on the projector P2;4
0 is the sum of antisymmetrized tensor products
Adg1 ⊗ Adg2 . Since P2;4

of the form λâ ∧ λb̂ , only the symmetrized form of Adg1 ⊗ Adg2 is relevant, which is 12 ((Adg1 + Adg2 ) ⊗ (Adg1 + Adg2 )). At inﬁnitesimal level, this
yields the action adΛ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ adΛ .
All the properties (2.36) are easily veriﬁed to hold also for the tangent
vectors of all the Graßmannians. Furthermore, the deﬁnitions of the complex
structure, the metric and the Kähler structure is done in a straightforward
manner, since the only essential aspect in their deﬁnition on CP 3 was that
P 0 is a projector.
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Using again the shorthand notation (2.19), the appropriate components
of the symplectic and the Kähler structure are given by


ˆ fˆ
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
b̂,ĉdˆ
b̂ĉ,dê
Ωâ2;4
and Ωâ3;4
= Ω λâb̂ , λĉd
= Ω λâb̂ĉ , λdêf ,
(2.46)


ˆ fˆ
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
âb̂,ĉdˆ
âb̂ĉ,dê
J2;4
and J3;4
= J λâb̂ , λĉd
= J λâb̂ĉ , λdêf .
The corresponding versions of the identities (2.42), (2.43) read as
√
√
ˆ fˆ
0̂,ĉdˆ
0̂0̂,dê
=(cd) 2f acb xbd and Ωâ3;4
=(def ) 2f adb xbef ,
Ωâ2;4

(2.47)

where these relations only hold for the components symmetric in (cd) and
(def ), respectively, and



ˆ ˆ
âb̂,ĉdˆ ĉdˆ
J2;4
λ = tr P 0 λâb̂ (1 ⊗ 1 − P 0 )λĉd λĉd = P 0 λâb̂ 1 ⊗ 1 − P 0 ,

ˆ fˆ dê
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
âb̂ĉ,dê
(2.48)
J3;4
λ f = tr P 0 λâb̂ĉ (1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 − P 0 )λdêf λdêf


= P 0 λâb̂ĉ 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 − P 0 ,
which follow from the relations in (B.23).
To describe the tangent space to the reducible ﬂag manifolds M = Fk1 k2 ;4
at a point Pk01 k2 ;4 = Pk02 ⊗ Pk01 (k2 );4 , one proceeds completely analogously to
above and deﬁnes


M := adΛ ⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · + 1 ⊗ adΛ ⊗ · · · + · · · ⊗ 1 ⊗ adΛ
TP 0
k1 k2 ;4


× Pk02 ;4 ⊗ Pk01 (k2 );4 |Λ ∈ su(4) .
(2.49)
It immediately follows that the elements of TP 0

k1 k2 ;4

M all satisfy (2.36). The

stabilizer subgroup H of Pk01 k2 ;4 is indeed U(4 − k2 ) × U(k2 − k1 ) × U(k1 ).
The deﬁnition of the complex structure, the metric, the symplectic and
the Kähler structure are again straightforward. For the latter, we introduce
components, e.g., for F12;4
ˆ ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

âb̂,ĉd;êf
âb̂,ĉd
êf
J12;4
= J2;4
⊗ J1;4
,

(2.50)

and one has again obvious identities corresponding to (2.43).

2.6

Spherical functions on the ﬂag manifolds

Before discussing the fuzziﬁcation of functions on the ﬂag manifolds, let us
brieﬂy review some aspects of harmonic analysis on these spaces. That is, we
want to describe the construction of spherical functions on ﬂag manifolds,
which form a complete orthonormal basis on these spaces and are simultaneously eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator. For this, we will extend the
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standard discussion of spherical functions using the various generalized Hopf
ﬁbrations described above. (A detailed discussion for CP n = F1;n is found,
e.g., in [24].)
The spherical functions on the sphere S m are simply the restrictions of the
homogeneous harmonic polynomials on Rm+1 to S m [25] and the dimension
of the
eigenspaces
H j , j ∈ N, corresponding to the eigenvalue j(j + m − 1)
m+j

are m . For m = 2n − 1, the eigenspaces H j are spanned by homogeneous
polynomials in the complex coordinates ai on Cn plus their complex conjugate minus all terms containing contractions ai āi , as these terms belong to
spaces H k with k < j.
The complex projective space CP 3 is obtained from the generalized Hopf
ﬁbration U(1) → S 7 → CP 3 . The eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on
this space are the subset of the corresponding eigenfunctions on S 7 which
are invariant under U(1). These functions are obviously the product of a
homogeneous polynomial of order k in ai and another such polynomial in
āj minus all the possible contractions. We thus get the “hyperspherical
harmonics”
k i1 ···ik j1 ···jk
Y1;4
:= ai1 · · · aik āj1 · · · ājk − contraction terms,

(2.51)

k
which have eigenvalues λk = k(k + 3) and their eigenspaces H1;4
have
dimensions




k+3 2
k+2 2
k
−
,
(2.52)
dim H1;4 =
k
k−1
where the last term subtracts the dimensions of the contraction terms.

The Graßmannian G2;4 is obtained from the Hopf ﬁbration U(2) → S 7 ×
→ G2;4 . The spherical functions on S 7 × S 5 are constructed from homogeneous polynomials in Aij and Ākl , where we add again the complex conjugate polynomial to render the expression real and ﬁnally subtract all terms
containing contractions. The subspace of U(2)-invariant functions is now
spanned by those polynomials, which have an equal number of Aij s and
Ākl s, and we thus have:

S5

k i1 j1 ···ik jk l1 m1 ···lk mk
Y2;4
:= Ai1 j1 · · · Aik jk Āl1 m1 · · · Ālk mk − contraction terms.
(2.53)

From the generalized Hopf ﬁbrations discussed in the preceding sections,
the construction of the remaining ﬂag manifolds is obvious. For our purposes, it is more important to note that these spherical functions on G/H
are in one-to-one correspondence with so-called spherical representations of
G/H, i.e., (ﬁnite dimensional) representations of G with nontrivial
H-invariant vectors, see, e.g., [26, 27]. This allows us to associate each set
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of eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on the ﬂag manifolds with certain
sets of irreducible representations of G, which we will do in the next section.
Later on, we will use these representations to construct the algebra of fuzzy
functions on the ﬂag manifolds. From this construction, one can also read
oﬀ the eigenvalues of the eigenspaces of the Laplace operator on the various
ﬂag manifolds.

3

Flag manifolds and coherent states

To quantize the ﬂag manifolds, we would like to connect every point on these
spaces to a state in a Hilbert space. A function then automatically becomes
an operator on this space. To establish this connection, recall that every
point on a ﬂag manifold which is a coset space of G = U(n) is in one-toone correspondence to a generalized coherent state in a speciﬁc representation of G. We will review this relation in the next section and partly
follow the discussion of Perelomov [28], see [15, 29] for quantization using
coherent states.

3.1

Representations of SU(n) and coherent states

Consider the Dynkin diagram of SU(n) for simple roots α1 , . . . , αn−1
a1

i

α1

an−1

a2

i

α2

...

i

αn−1

(3.1)

An irreducible representation T Λ with highest weight Λ can be labelled
by the Dynkin indices6 a1 , . . . , an−1 . In the representation (Hilbert) space
H Λ , there is a corresponding highest weight vector |Λ and H Λ has a basis
of weight vectors7 {|μ }, i.e., Hj |μ = μj |μ .
The isotropy subgroup Hμ for any weight vector |μ contains the Cartan
subgroup H of SU(n), which is isomorphic to the maximal torus T n−1 =
U(1)×n−1 = U(1) × · · · × U(1) and for general weight vectors the subgroup
Hμ coincides with T n−1 . For degenerate representation, where the highest

6
7

See Appendix B for more details.
Which can be chosen to be orthonormal
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weight Λ is orthogonal to some simple root αi , i.e.,
(Λ, αi ) = 0 = ai ,

(3.2)

the isotropy subgroup Hμ may be larger than T n−1 for some weight vectors.
This is evident since, as explained in Appendix B, the ai indicate the highest
power of E−α , whose action is still nontrivial on |Λ .
A helpful picture arises, when enlarging SU(n) to U(n). The Cartan
subalgebra consists now of n factors of U(1), which one can imagine sitting
around the ai . Every ai which is zero combines the U(m1 ) left of it with
the U(m2 ) right to it to a U(m1 + m2 ). This allows us to construct all
the isotropy groups one encounters in ﬂag manifolds, and we will be more
explicit in the next section.
To construct a coherent state system, one has to choose an initial vector
|ψ0 in H Λ . Then the system of states {|ψg = T Λ (g)|ψ0 } is called the
coherent state system {T Λ , |ψ0 }. Let H0 be the isotropy subgroup for the
state |ψ0 . Then a coherent state |ψg is determined by a point x = x(g) in
the coset space G/H0 , corresponding to the element g by |ψg = exp(iα)|x
up to a phase, |ψ0 = |0 . The isotropy subgroup for a linear combination of
weight vectors is, in general, a subgroup of the Cartan subgroup. Therefore
it is convenient to choose a weight vector |μ as an initial state. For nondegenerate representations, the isotropy subgroup Hμ is isomorphic to the
Cartan subgroup H, and the coherent state |x is characterized by a point
of G/H, or equivalently by a point of the orbit of the adjoint representation
Hj |x = T (g)Hj T −1 (g)|x ,

|x = T (g)|μ .

(3.3)

In a representation with some Dynkin labels vanishing, the isotropy subgroup Hμ is larger than H for some weight vectors |μ , in which case the
orbit may be degenerate.
There is considerable choice in the selection of the initial state |0 , even
on restriction to weight vectors. Perelomov [30] has shown that the state |0
must be |μ , where μ is a dominant weight, if it is to be closest to classical.
That is, |μ is obtained from the highest weight by the Weyl reﬂection group.
Then the coherent states minimize the invariant uncertainty relation
ΔC2 = min,

(3.4)

where
(Hj )2 +

C2 =
j

(Eα E−α + E−α Eα )
α∈Σ+

(3.5)
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is the quadratic Casimir operator and
⎛
ΔC2 = C2 − ⎝

Hj

⎞
2

Eα E−α ⎠.

+2

j

(3.6)

α∈Σ+

Let us take the initial state to be the highest weight vector |Λ . The
coherent state system is then more explicitly deﬁned by
N −2 = Λ|T Λ (g)|Λ ,
⎞

|a = N T Λ (g)|Λ ,
⎛

⎛

⎠
⎝
a−
α E−α exp (hi Hi ) exp

|a = N exp ⎝
α∈Σ+

⎛

(3.7)

⎠
a+
α Eα |Λ

α∈Σ+

⎞
⎠
a−
α E−α |Λ ,

= N exp ⎝

⎞

(3.8)

α∈Σ+

where we have restricted ourselves to elements of G which have a Gaußian
decomposition. Note that if some of the Dynkin labels ai vanish (degenerate
representations), then the corresponding coordinates a−
α (and possible some
others, see the appendix) are no longer independent and can be eliminated
from the deﬁnition of the group element g and thus the coherent states
correspond to points on various ﬂag manifolds. The number of independent
coordinates a−
α gives the (complex) dimension of the ﬂag manifold.
Note that our construction of coherent states yields merely one patch of
the covering of the ﬂag manifolds. Starting from a diﬀerent dominant weight
state corresponds to working on a diﬀerent patch, as the state |w(Λ) , where
w is an element of the Weyl group W , is not contained in the set of the
coherent states |a constructed from |Λ . This is because we have restricted
ourselves to group elements that have a Gaußian decomposition. We can
assume all the weight states to be orthogonal. In particular, two states |Λ
and |w(Λ) have no overlap, i.e., Λ|w(Λ) = 0. Consider now the coherent
state |a as constructed above,
⎛
⎛
⎞n ⎞
∞
1
⎝
⎠ ⎠ |Λ .
|a = N ⎝1 +
(3.9)
a−
α E−α
n!
n=1

α∈Σ+

As E−α contains only lowering operators, we have Λ|E−α |Λ = 0, which
implies
Λ|a− = Λ|N |Λ + 0 = N.

(3.10)

It is thus clear that all |a have a component parallel to |Λ and therefore
|a never equals |w(Λ) , which we wanted to prove.
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The number of such dominant weight states from which we can start
and thus the number of patches is evidently given by the dimension of
{w(Λ), w ∈ W } or equivalently the number of corners of the convex hull
of the states in the weight diagram of the representation. This number is
just the rank of the Weyl group modulo group elements acting trivially in a
certain representation. As the Weyl group for SU(n) is essentially the permutation group of n elements with rank n!, the minimal number of patches
covering the complete ﬂag manifold F123···n−1;n is given by n!, while the
number of patches for all other ﬂag manifolds of SU(n) is smaller. The reason for this is simply that for other ﬂag manifolds, certain Dynkin labels ai
are zero, which implies that the corresponding Weyl reﬂections



2 (αi , Λ)

αi ,
|Sαi Λ = Λ −
(3.11)
(αi , αi )
act trivially on the highest weight state.
To clarify the above construction, we will ﬁrst discuss the simple case of
ﬂags in SU(3), whose weight diagrams are two-dimensional, before presenting
the construction for the ﬂag manifolds of SU(4).

3.2

Examples for SU(3)

There are two ﬂag manifolds which arise as coset spaces of SU(3): The comSU(3)
plex projective space CP 2 = F1;3 ∼
= F2;3 = CP 2∗ ∼
= U(2) and the reducible
SU(3)
ﬂag manifold F12;3 = U(1)×U(1)
. The representations 3, 3̄ and 6 of SU(3),
corresponding to the diagrams

1

0

i

i=

0

1

i

i=

2

i

i

1

i=

,

2

i

,

0

i=

,
(3.12)
all have dominant weight states with isotropy group U(2). Thus, the coherent states constructed from these representations are in one-to-one correspondence with points on CP 2 . The adjoint representation 8 as well as the
27 corresponding to the diagrams
1

,

1

i=

(3.13)

have dominant weight states, whose isotropy group is only the maximal
torus U(1) × U(1) and therefore the derived coherent states are in one-toone correspondence with points on the ﬂag manifold F12;3 . Recall that the
number of patches is found to be the number of corners in (the convex
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hulls of) the weight diagrams. Consider, e.g., the diagrams

corresponding to the representations with Dynkin labels (1, 0), (1, 1) and
(2, 1), respectively. We see that the complex projective space CP 2 is covered
by at least three patches, while the ﬂag manifold F12;3 requires a minimum
of six patches.

3.3

The ﬂags in C4

Let us now come to the coherent states which correspond to points on ﬂag
manifolds of SU(4). For these, the choice of representations as well as the
Dynkin diagrams are given in Table 1.
Note that the representations for the reducible ﬂag manifolds are not
unique at level L. One can choose any representation (a1 (L), a2 (L), a3 (L));
however, for considering the limit L → ∞, the functions ai should be polynomials of the same order in L.
The minimal numbers of patches for the various ﬂag manifolds are again
the numbers of corners in the weight diagrams for the various representations. For example, consider the weight diagrams of the representations
(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1),

which yield coherent states corresponding to CP 3 , F13;4 and F123;4 with
minimal coverings of 4, 12 and 24 patches, respectively.
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Table 1: Representations of SU(4) related to the ﬂag manifolds in C4 .
dimC Patches

Isotropy group
in U(4)

Dynkin
labels

Young
diagrams
L

F1;4

3

4

U(1) × U(3)

  

(L, 0, 0)

L

F2;4

4

6

U(2) × U(2)

  
(0, L, 0)
L

  
F3;4

3

F12;4

F13;4

F23;4

5

5

5

4

12

12

12

U(3) × U(1)
U(1) × U(1) × U(2)

U(1) × U(2) × U(1)

U(2) × U(1) × U(1)

(0, 0, L)


L+L







L+L







L+L



(L, L, 0)

(L, 0, L)

(0, L, L)


F123;4

6

24

U(1) × U(1)×



L+L+L





(L, L, L)

U(1) × U(1)

4

Fuzziﬁcation of the ﬂag manifolds

Combining the description of the ﬂag manifolds in terms of Plücker coordinates which we developed in Section 2 with the correspondence to coherent
states in the previous section, we have an obvious way in which one can
truncate the algebra of functions on these spaces to obtain the latter’s fuzzy
versions. Before we describe the construction of the fuzzy ﬂag manifolds in
detail, let us brieﬂy recall the underlying principles.

4.1

Fuzziﬁcation

By fuzzy geometry, we mean a truncation of the algebra of functions on a
compact space such that the coordinates become noncommutative while all
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isometries are manifestly preserved. Given a compact Riemannian manifold
M without boundary, the spectrum of the Laplace operator is discrete and
the eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis B of L2 (M ). A naı̈ve guess for a
discretization would be to truncate the expansion of a function by using only
a ﬁnite subset B L of elements in B. Multiplication of functions, however,
clearly necessitates a subsequent projection back on to B L , which in turn
will render the product nonassociative in general.
If the manifold M = G/H is a coadjoint orbit of a Lie group G, we can
easily circumvent this problem: we can map functions to operators acting
as automorphisms8 on the representation space of some representation R
of G which admits singlets under H and replace the product between functions by the operator product. In the previous section, we described which
representations R are suitable for the various ﬂag manifolds of SU(4). We
will see that the choice of R corresponds to a choice of the truncation and
the closure of multiplication is trivially given.
Using a projector ρR (x) = |x x| which corresponds to a point x ∈ G/H
and acts on the representation space of R, we can establish a map between
operators and functions on the coset space by the formula


fR (x) = tr ρR (x)fˆ .
(4.1)
The operator product then induces a star product via


(fR gR )(x) = tr ρR (x)fˆĝ .

(4.2)

In general, there is an inﬁnite sequence of suitable representations Ri for
any coset space and for each of these representations, the star product is
diﬀerent. Choosing higher-dimensional representations amounts to a better
approximation of the functions by operators, and there is usually a welldeﬁned limit, in which the complete set of functions on the coset together
with the ordinary product is reproduced.
Let us return to equation (4.1). To each operator fˆ representing a function
on MR , assign a corresponding symbol f˜(g), g ∈ G by [7]


f˜(g) = nR tr DR (g −1 )fˆ ,
(4.3)
where DR (g) is the group element g acting in the representation R. The
normalization constant nR is deﬁned by

1
dμ(g)DR (g −1 )ij DR (g)kl =
(4.4)
δil δjk
nR
8

That is, they can be represented by square matrices.
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with dμ(g) being the Haar measure on G. Inversely, the operator fˆ
corresponding to the symbol f˜ is therefore obtained from

fˆ = dμ(g)f˜(g)DR (g).
(4.5)
From the symbol f˜ of an operator fˆ, we can easily calculate the function
deﬁned in (4.1) using



fR (x) = dμ(g)ωR (x, g)f˜(g) with ωR (x, g) := tr ρR (x)DR (g) . (4.6)
In the deﬁnition of the star product (4.2), this translates into


(fR gR )(x) = dμ(g) dμ(g  )ωR (x, gg  )f˜(g)g̃(g  ),

(4.7)

and it is for this formula that we will ﬁnd explicit expressions for all the ﬂag
manifolds later on.
In the discussion of fuzzy ﬂag manifolds using star products, we can use
both of the two equivalent descriptions: either real coordinates describing
an embedding of the coset space into ﬂat Euclidean space or the complex
homogeneous or Plücker coordinates. In the latter coordinates the star
product can be shown to simplify considerably. Moreover, they allow for a
direct translation to the operator picture.
Note that so far, we only arrived at an algebra of functions on a topological
space. The explicit geometry of this space, i.e., its metric structure, has
not been described yet. In noncommutative geometry, this information is
encoded in a Dirac operator, or — in a slightly weaker way — in a Laplacian.
Using the above mentioned embedding, we obtain a canonical metric on the
coset space and can show that the Laplace operator naturally translates into
the second-order Casimir in the representation R.
For more details on the principle underlying fuzziﬁcation, see also [5].

4.2

The fuzzy complex projective space CP 3F

The fuzziﬁcation of F1;4 (and therefore also that of its dual F3;4 ) is well
known [5], and we follow the usual discussion of the procedure for CP N .
That is, we promote the vector a and its complex conjugate ā to a four-tuple
of annihilation and creation operators satisfying the algebra [âi , âj† ] = δ ij .
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The auxiliary coordinates deﬁned in (2.4) also become operators
1
x̂â := k† l âi† λâij âj ,
â â δkl

(4.8)

which evidently commute with the number operator N̂ = âk† âl δkl . Therefore, we can restrict the algebra of functions to the subspace of the Fock
space, on which N̂ = L. This subspace is spanned by

iL †
1 i1 †
â
·
·
·
â
|0
with
C
=
n1 !n2 !n3 !n4 !,
(4.9)
C
where the ni are the number of indices being i. The truncated algebra of
functions AL on this space is the algebra of operators with basis
âi1 † · · · âiL † |0 0|âj1 · · · âjL .

(4.10)

It is immediately obvious that these operators will commute with the number
operator N̂ , which amounts to factoring out a U(1) as implied in the deﬁnition of any ﬂag manifold. The coeﬃcients of the expansion of an operator

2
in terms of the basis (4.10) form square matrices of dimension (3+L)!
[5],
3!L!
and in terms of Young diagrams of SU(4), we have
L

L

  

  

L

⊗

  

L

⊗

=

  

.

(4.11)

To expose the underlying SU(4) structure and to construct the polarization
tensors, we can contract indices from the creation operators with indices
from the annihilation operators using the 15 generators λaij of SU(4). A
contraction with λ0ij ∼ δij yields the embedded subalgebra truncated at level
L − 1, since the trace over a fundamental and an antifundamental index
corresponds to the determinant over four indices in either the fundamental
or antifundamental representation and thus to a column of four boxes in a
Young diagram, which is cancelled. The tensor product expansion looks as
L

  



L

⊗

  

= 1 ⊕

⊕

⊕ ··· ⊕

2L




. (4.12)

A representation of the Lie algebra of SU(4) is given by the Schwinger
construction and we can write
L̂â = âi† λâij âj .

(4.13)
√
One can easily verify the algebra [L̂a , L̂b ] = i 2f ab c L̂c using [âi , âj† ] = δ ij .
In the representations R = R(L) introduced above, the projector P1;4 =
P(x1;4 ), which describes the embedding of CP 3 in R15 , is simply the L-fold
L
symmetrized tensor product ρL
1;4 = ρ (x1;4 ) = P(x1;4 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ P(x1;4 ), and
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we can map any operator fˆ in the algebra AL to a corresponding function
fL on the embedding of CP 3 in R15 by


fL (x1;4 ) = tr ρL (x1;4 )fˆ .
(4.14)
Furthermore, this map induces a star product on CP 3 deﬁned as


(fL gL )(x1;4 ) = fL (x1;4 ) gL (x1;4 ) = tr ρL (x1;4 )fˆĝ ,

(4.15)

where fL and gL are the functions corresponding to the operators fˆ and ĝ,
respectively.
To make the star product more explicit, we calculate ω L (x1;4 , gg  ) for the
fundamental representation L = 1:








ω L x1;4 , gg  = tr P1;4 gg  = tr P1;4 gP1;4 g  + tr P1;4 g(1 − P1;4 )g  .
(4.16)
Since P1;4 is a rank-1 projector, we have
tr (P1;4 gP1;4 g  ) = tr (P1;4 g) tr (P1;4 g  ) = ω L (x1;4 , g)ω L (x1;4 , g  )

(4.17)

and with the identities (2.43), it follows immediately that
tr (P1;4 g(1 − P1;4 )g  ) = tr (λa g) tr (P1;4 λa (1 − P1;4 )g  )




∂
∂
ab

ω(x1;4 , g) J
ω(x1;4 , g ) .
=
∂xa
∂xb

(4.18)

For the representations with L > 1, we can simply take the L-fold tensor
product of ω 1 (x1;4 , g) [7]:

⊗L
ω L (x1;4 , g) = ω 1 (x1;4 , g)
,
(4.19)
and the total star product reads as [5]
 a1 b1

(L − l)! 
al bl 
∂b1 ···bl gL (x1;4 ) .
· · · J1;4
∂a1 ···al fL (x1;4 ) J1;4
L!l!
l=0
(4.20)
3
i
i
In the homogeneous coordinates a , ā on CP , the space of functions is
spanned by homogeneous polynomials of the form
L

(fL gL )(x1;4 ) =

āi1 · · · āiL aj1 · · · ajL ,

(4.21)

which correspond to the operators (4.10) under the map (4.14). In these
coordinates, the star product simpliﬁes to [31]


1 ∂
∂
1 ∂
∂
(f g) = μ
·
·
·
⊗
·
·
·
(f
⊗
g)
,
(4.22)
L! ∂aα1
∂aαL
L! ∂āα1
∂āαL
where μ(a ⊗ b) = a · b. Note that this construction of a star product generalizes in a rather straightforward way to other spaces, as soon as we have a
suitable projector ρL (x) at hand.
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To relate the given matrix algebra to the space CP 3 , we need some additional structure to encode the geometry of this space. For this, consider the
vector ﬁelds on CP 3 from the perspective of the embedding space R16 :
√
√
∂
(4.23)
La = − 2fab c xb c , [La , Lb ] = i 2fab c Lc ,
∂x
where fab c are the structure constants of SU(4). Note here that in the limit
L → ∞, the fuzzy derivatives approach the ones from the continuum in an
obvious way. It is now rather straightforward to show that [5]
√
∂
La fL (x) = 2Ωab b fL (x)
∂x

L  a
= √ x fL (x) − fL (x) xa
2


= tr ρL (x1;4 )[L̂a , fˆ] ,
(4.24)
where [L̂a , ·] are the generators of SU(4) in the representation (L, 0, 0)
⊗ (0, 0, L). It is therefore also clear that the Laplace operator on CP 3 ,
Δ = La Lb δab , is mapped to the second-order Casimir in the adjoint
representation (L, 0, 0) ⊗ (0, 0, L)
Δ̂1;4 fˆ = [L̂a , [L̂b , fˆ]]δab .

4.3

(4.25)

The fuzzy Graßmannian GF
2;4

We proceed analogously to the case of CP 3 , which leads to the results presented in [7] in a somewhat simpler form. That is, we take the Plücker
description discussed in Section 2.3. and promote the vector components to
creation and annihilation operators âi , âi† , b̂i , b̂i† .
We thus arrive at
the algebra
(4.26)
[âi , âj† ] = [b̂i , b̂j† ] = δ ij ,
and all other commutators vanish. From these operators, we construct the
composite creation and annihilation operators
[i j]
Âij
2 = â b̂

which satisfy

[i† j]†
and Âij†
2 = â b̂ ,



kl†
ik jl
jl k† i
ik l† j
[Âij
2 , Â2 ] = δ δ + δ â â + δ b̂ b̂

(4.27)

[ij][kl]

,

(4.28)

where (·)[ij][kl] denotes antisymmetrization of the enclosed components, as
well as


kl†
mn†
[[Âij
] = 2δ jl δ im Âkn†
.
(4.29)
2 , Â2 ], Â2
2
[ij][kl][mn]
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L . This
to build an L-particle9 Hilbert space H1;4
We can now use Âmn†
2
space is spanned by
1 i1 j1 †
· · · Âi2L jL † |0
C Â2

,

(4.30)

on such a state yields a
where C is the norm of the state. Acting with Âmn
2
L−1
state in H2;4
due to (4.28) and (4.29). Recall that in the Plücker description of G2;4 , we constructed the plane by antisymmetrizing two vectors,
which could be chosen orthogonal such that āi bi = 0. On the operator level,
this translates into
[âi† b̂i , Âkl†
2 ] = 0,

[âi b̂i† , Âkl†
2 ] = 0,

[âi† b̂i , Âkl
2 ] = 0 and

L
and therefore the action of âi† b̂i on any state in H2;4
that we can introduce the number operator

[âi b̂i† , Âkl
2 ] = 0,
(4.31)
vanishes. This implies

N̂ = âi† âj δij = b̂i† b̂j δij = L

(4.32)

kl
Âij†
2 Â2 δik δjl = 2N̂ (N̂ − 1) = 2L(L + 1),

(4.33)

and

L . Thus, H L is indeed
where the equalities hold only after restriction to H2;4
2;4
an L-particle Hilbert space. We already know from the discussion in the
previous section that the states (4.30) are invariant under S(U(2) × U(2)).
Let us nevertheless be more explicit on the action of the internal SU(2),
which acts nontrivially on both âi and b̂i . Its generators Lrint act according to


r i
Lrint = ad âi†
(4.34)
p λpq âq ,

where âi1 = âi , âi2 = b̂i and λrpq , p, q = 1, 2, r = 1, 2, 3 are the Gell-Mann
ij†
matrices of SU(2). The combinations Aij
2 and A2 are now invariant under
this action due to the general formula
[j †

j ]†

1
r i
k
[ai†
p λpq aq , a1 · · · ak ] = 0,

(4.35)

where p = 1, . . . , k and i, jp = 1, . . . , n; see Appendix B for a proof.
The truncated algebra of functions AL is the algebra of operators
spanned by
Âi21 j1 † · · · ÂiL jL † |0 0|Âk1 l1 · · · Âk2L lL ,

9

Note that a particle is here a composite object consisting of two excitations.

(4.36)
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and the coeﬃcients in an expansion in terms of these operators are square
matrices of size (3+L)!(2+L)!
3!L!2!(L+1)! . Note that these operators again commute with
the number operator N̂ and in terms of Young diagrams, we have here
L

  

L

⊗

L

  

  
=

L

⊗

  
.

(4.37)

Again, each of the tensor product decompositions at level L contains the
tensor product decomposition at lower levels:
L

  

L

⊗

  

= 1 ⊕

⊕

⊕

⊕

⊕

⊕ ···

(4.38)
Contrary to the case of CP , where increasing the level L by one yielded
precisely one new type of Young tableau in the sum, we here obtain L + 1
new diagrams in each step, which consist of three rows with a + b + a, a + b
and a boxes, respectively. The new diagrams at level L are the ones for
which a = n and b = 2L − 2n for n = 1 · · · L.
3

All these notions readily translate for arbitrary Graßmannians.
To ﬁnd a representation of the Lie algebra of SU(4), we use a generalized
Schwinger construction
L̂a =

1
N̂ + 1

a
kl
Âij†
2 Λijkl Â2

with Λaijkl = (λa ∧ 1)ijkl .

(4.39)

It is important to stress that the L̂a by themselves do not form a represenL , they
tation of SU(4), but again after having them act on a state in H2;4
do. This is simply due to the fact that because of (4.31), L̂a reduces when
L to
acting on a state in H2;4
L̂a = âi† λaij âj + b̂i† λaij b̂j .

(4.40)

The projector yielding a star product on this space is the symmetriL
zed L-fold tensor product ρL
2;4 = ρ (x2;4 ) = P2;4 ⊗ · · · ⊗ P2;4 . Proceeding
precisely along the lines of the discussion of the star product on CP 3 , we
ﬁnd that



→ 
←
−
ˆ−
ω 1 xâb̂ , gg  = ω 1 (x, g) 1 + ∂ âb̂ J âb̂,ĉd ∂ ĉdˆ ω 1 (x, g  ),
(4.41)
where at least one of the indices in each âb̂ or ĉdˆ is nonzero. That is, the
component x00 plays a similar rôle to the component x0 in the case of CP 3 .
Furthermore, one should stress that as usual for the derivatives on spaces
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with symmetrized tensors as coordinates, one has

∂
for â = b̂ = 0
∂x
∂âb̂ = 1 â∂b̂
.
for â = b̂
âb̂
2

(4.42)

∂x

It is then quite obvious that the star product is given by

(L − l)! 
∂(â1 b̂1 )···(âl b̂l ) fL (x2;4 )
L!l!
l=0


â1 b̂1 ;ĉ1 dˆ1
âl b̂l ;ĉl dˆl
× J2;4
∂(ĉ1 dˆ1 )···(ĉl dˆl ) gL (x2;4 ) ,
· · · J2;4
L

(fL gL )(x2;4 ) =

(4.43)

where ∂(â1 b̂1 )···(âl b̂l ) := ∂â1 b̂1 · · · ∂âl b̂l . Note that our choice of embedding F2;4

in R16·17/2−1 yielded a slightly simpler expression for the star product on
this space than the one in [7], which used an embedding in R15 .

The expression for the star product further simpliﬁes, if we switch again
to complex coordinates a[i bj] on C4 ∧ C4 . The functions corresponding to
the operators (4.36) read as
ā[i1 b̄j1 ] · · · ā[iL b̄jL ] a[k1 bl1 ] · · · a[kL blL ]

(4.44)

and the star product is here deﬁned as

∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
1
∂
1
· · · [i
⊗
(f g) = μ
[i
j
]
j
]
[i
1
1
1
L
L
L!L! ∂a ∂b
L!L! ∂ā ∂ b̄j1 ]
∂a ∂b

∂
∂
× · · · [i
(f ⊗ g) .
∂ā L ∂ b̄jL ]
L encoding the geometry of G
The natural Laplacian on H2;4
2;4 is derived
16·17/2−1
from the embedding of G2;4 in R
. In terms of Plücker coordinates,
the generators read as

∂
∂
∂
∂
+ b̄i λâij j − aj λâij i − bj λâij i .
(4.45)
∂āj
∂a
∂b
∂ b̄
From this expression and equation (2.9), we obtain the following expression
in terms of the embedding coordinates
√
∂
(4.46)
La = −i 2fab c xbd cd ,
∂x
√
which satisﬁes the algebra [La , Lb ] = i 2f ab c Lc , as is easily veriﬁed. Using
the ﬁrst relation in (2.47), we can write
√
∂
La fL (x) = 2I a0,cd cd fL (x)
∂x
(4.47)
= xa0 fL − fL xa0 = −i tr (ρL (x2;4 )[L̂a , fˆL ]).
Lâ = āi λâij
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We thus see again that all the derivatives are mapped to the generators
of SU(4) acting in the adjoint and therefore the Laplacian is given by the
second-order Casimir of this representation of SU(4),
Δ̂2;4 = adL̂a adL̂b δab .

(4.48)

This observation from the cases CP and G2;4 translates to all ﬂag manifolds
and we suppress this calculation in the remaining cases. For the discussion
of the eigenvalues of these Casimirs, see Appendix B.
3

4.4

F
The fuzzy dual complex projective space F3;4

One can infer the fuzziﬁcation of F3;4 in a straightforward manner from the
ones of F1;4 and F2;4 . We start from the Plücker description and promote
the vectors a, b, c to a triple of four-tuples of oscillators with creation and
annihilation operators âi , âi† , b̂i , b̂i† , ĉi , ĉi† . We furthermore introduce the
composite operators
[i j k]
Âijk
3 = â b̂ ĉ

†

and Âijk†
= â[i b̂j† ĉk]† ,
3

(4.49)

satisfying the commutation relations




˜ ˜
nrs
dˆi , dˆ†m := εijkl εmnrs Âjkl
3 , Â3

= δim + εijkl εmnrs ân† âj δ rk δ sl + δ nj b̂r† b̂k δ sl + δ nj δ rk ĉs† ĉl


+ ân† âj b̂r† b̂k δ sl + ân† âj δ rk ĉs† ĉl + δ jn b̂r† b̂k ĉs† ĉl .
(4.50)
 ˜ ˜†  ˜†  ˜† 
˜†
The expression for
dˆi , dˆj dˆk dˆl contains only the combination dˆm
=
.
εmnrs Ânrs†
3
L is evidently spanned by the states
The L-particle Fock space H3;4

Â3i1 j1 k1 † · · · Âi3L jL kL † |0 ,

(4.51)

and this space forms the representation (0, 0, L) of SU(4). The isotropy
subgroup of any state in this representation is thus S(U(3) × U(1)), and the
internal SU(3) action, aﬀecting all the elementary oscillators â, b̂, ĉ is given by


r i
(4.52)
λ
â
L̂rint = ad âi†
p pq q ,
where âi1 , âi2 , âi3 stand for âi , b̂i , ĉi , respectively, and λr are the Gell-Mann
ijk†
matrices of SU(3). Invariance of the operators Âijk
follows from
3 and Â3
equation (4.35). It is this representation which underlies the construction
of vector bundles over CP 3F [20].
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The algebra of functions truncated at level L is again constructed from
two copies of the Fock space and their SU(4) transformation property is
captured by the diagrams
L

  

L

L

  
⊗

  

L

=

  

⊗

.

(4.53)

F . For this
We clearly see that this algebra is dual to (4.11), i.e., that of F1;4
reason, we will not go into any further details.

The deﬁnition of a star product is obvious. The projector in the symmetrized L-fold tensor product reads as ρL
3;4 (x3;4 ) = P3;4 ⊗ · · · ⊗ P3;4 and
yields
L

(L − l)! 
∂(â1 b̂1 ĉ1 )···(âl b̂l ĉl ) fL (x3;4 )
(fL gL )(x3;4 ) =
L!l!
l=0


â1 b̂1 ĉ1 ;dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1
âl b̂l ĉl ;dˆl êl fˆl
× J3;4
∂(dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 )···(dˆl êl fˆl ) gL (x3;4 ) ,
· · · J3;4
(4.54)
where again the components x000 are dropped in the formula and
⎧ ∂
for â = b̂ = ĉ = 0
⎪
⎪
∂xabc
⎪
⎪
⎨1
∂
for â = b̂ = ĉ etc. .
(4.55)
∂abc =
âb̂ĉ
∂x
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩1 ∂
for â = b̂ = ĉ = â
6 ∂xâb̂ĉ
The discussion of the star product formalism in the complex coordinates
a[i bj ck] on C4 ∧ C4 ∧ C4 is trivially deduced from the cases CP 3F and GF2 .
The star product here reads as
 1
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
∂
· · · [i
⊗
(f g) = μ
j
j
[i
k
]
1
L
1
1
L
L!L!L! ∂a ∂b ∂c
∂a ∂b ∂ckL ]

∂
∂
1
∂
∂
∂
∂
·
·
·
(f
⊗
g)
.
⊗
L!L!L! ∂ā[i1 ∂ b̄j1 ∂c̄k1 ]
∂ā[iL ∂ b̄jL ∂c̄kL ]
4.5

F
The fuzzy reducible ﬂag manifold F12;4

In the case of the reducible ﬂag manifolds, one needs a set of composite
creation and annihilation operators. These sets are in one-to-one corresponF
dence with the Plücker coordinates. For F12;4
we thus have
ij†
Âij
2 , Â2

and âi , âi† .

(4.56)
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The missing commutation relations are easily found from (4.28) and
(4.29), e.g.,
 i jk† 
â , Â2 = δ i[j b̂k]†
(4.57)
and the (L1 , L2 )-particle Hilbert spaces are now constructed as
iL1 jL1 † k1 †

Âi21 j1 † · · · Â2

â

· · · âkL2 † |0 .

(4.58)

The corresponding operators
iL1 jL1 † k1 †

Âi21 j1 † · · · Â2

â

mL1 nL1 l1

1 n1
· · · âkL2 † |0 0|Âm
· · · Â2
2

â · · · âlL2

(4.59)

evidently form a closed algebra and act on the representation space of the
representation given in terms of Young diagrams by


L1 +L2




⊗



L1 +L2






=

L2 +L1




⊗



L1 +L2




. (4.60)

The internal isotropy subgroup here is U(1) × U(1), which follows from the
discussion of the underlying coherent states. The explicit action of this
subgroup on the elementary oscillators is given by the number operators for
âi and b̂i .
Note that the full algebra of functions on the ﬂag manifold is obtained
from the Hilbert space, which is the sum of all representations with
L1 + L2 = L for some ﬁxed L. This is somewhat evident as the algebra
F
F
of functions on F12;4
should contain both the algebra of functions of F1;4
F at level L.
and F2;4
To deﬁne a star product on this space, recall that we could describe the
ﬂag manifold F12;4 in terms of two rank-1 projectors P2 and P1 satisfying
P2 P1 P2 = P1 . Furthermore, note that we can split every operator fˆ in this
representation as
L1
L1
  
  
⊗
fˆ = f˜IJ ĥI2 ⊗ ĥJ1 with ĥI2 ∈
(4.61)
L2
  
L2
  
and ĥJ1 ∈
⊗
,
where I and J are multi-indices. To such an operator, a truncated function
is assigned by

  
 
f (x2;4 , x1(2);4 ) = f˜IJ tr ρL (x2;4 )ĥI2 tr ρL x1(2);4 ĥJ1 ,
(4.62)
where ρL (x2;4 ) and ρL (x1(2);4 ) are the projectors P(x2;4 ) and P(x1(2);4 ) in
the same representations as ĥI1,2 and x1(2);4 . Furthermore, x2;4 , x1(2);4 are
the coordinates on F12;4 embedded in Euclidean space, of the plane and
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the included line, respectively. On this embedding, the star product of two
operators is deﬁned as
L
J N
(f g)(x2;4 , x1(2);4 ) = f˜IJ g̃M N tr (ρL (x2;4 )ĥI2 ĥM
2 ) tr (ρ (x1(2);4 )ĥ1 ĥ1 ).
(4.63)
Evidently, the star product between x2;4 and x1(2);4 is simply the ordinary
product. Altogether, the star product on F12;4 can be derived from the ones
on CP 3 and G2;4 , and we have
(fˆL gL )(x12;4 )

(L − k)! 
∂(â1 b̂1 )···(âl b̂l ) ∂ê1 ···êk fˆL (x12;4 )
L!k!
l=0
k=0


(â1 b̂1 ),(ĉ1 dˆ1 );ê1 fˆ1
(âl b̂l ),(ĉl dˆl );êk fˆk
∂(ĉ1 dˆ1 )···(ĉl dˆl ) ∂fˆ1 ···fˆk gL (x12;4 ) .
· · · J12;4
× J12;4
(4.64)
L

=

4.6

(L − l)!
L!l!

L

F , FF
F
The fuzzy reducible ﬂag manifolds F23;4
13;4 and F123;4

After the discussion of the fuzzy version of F12;4 , the corresponding constructions for the remaining reducible ﬂag manifolds are quite straightforward.
We ﬁrst choose sets of oscillators, which in turn yield the generators for the
algebra of functions:
F13;4 : Âijk
3 ,

Âijk†
3 ,

âi ,

F23;4 : Âijk
3 ,

Âijk†
3 ,

Âij
2,

Âij†
2 ,

Âijk
3 ,

Âijk†
3 ,

Âij
2,

Âij†
2 ,

F123;4 :

âi† ,
(4.65)
âi ,

âi† .

The underlying representations, on which these operators act are given by
the Young diagrams
L1 +L2







L1 +L2







⊗

F13;4 :
L1 +L2









L1 +L2 +L3



L2 +L1





L1 +L2











L2 +L1



=


L1 +L2 +L3





L1 +L2





⊗

=

⊗

F23;4 :





,


⊗

L1 +L2




,



⊗

F123;4 :

=

L3 +L2 +L1






⊗

L1 +L2 +L3




.

(4.66)
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From these diagrams, it is evident that F23;4 is dual to F12;4 , and that the
spaces F13;4 and F123;4 are dual to themselves.
Furthermore, the explicit action of the internal isotropy subgroups is easily constructed. For example, in the case F23;4 , the group acting nontrivial
on the elementary oscillators but leaving invariant the states of the Fock
space is SU(2) × U(1). Its action reads as




r i
0
i† i
Lrint = ad âi†
and
L
λ
â
=
ad
ĉ
,
(4.67)
ĉ
p pq q
int
where as before âi1 = âi , âi2 = b̂i and λrpq are the Gell-Mann matrices of
ij†
ijk
ijk†
SU(2). Evidently, the composite operators Aij
2 and A2 and A3 and A3
are invariant under this combination.
The deﬁnition of a star product is performed analogously to the case of
F12;4 . We decompose an operator fˆ representing a function on a fuzzy ﬂag
manifold into
fˆ = f˜IJ ĥIk1 ⊗ ĥJk2

and fˆ = f˜IJK ĥI3 ⊗ ĥJ2 ⊗ ĥJ1

(4.68)

for Fk1 k2 ;4 and F123;4 , respectively. The map from operators to functions
reads as

 

f (xk2 ;4 , xk1 (k2 );4 ) = f˜IJ tr ρL1 (xk2 ;4 )ĥIk2 tr ρL2 (xk1 (k2 );4 )ĥJk1
(4.69)
and
f (x3;4 , x2(3);4 , x1(23);4 )
 
 


= f˜IJK tr ρL1 (x3;4 )ĥI tr ρL2 (x2(3);4 )ĥJ tr ρL3 (x1(23);4 )ĥJ ,
3

2

1

(4.70)

which naturally induces a star product via the usual formula. The explicit
form of the star products are then obtained from the obvious sums over the
diﬀerential operators
←
−
←
−
(â1 b̂1 ĉ1 ),(dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 );ĝ1 ĥ1
(âl b̂l ĉl ),(dˆl êl fˆl );ĝk ĥk
· · · J13;4
F13;4 : ∂ (â1 b̂1 ĉ1 )···(âl b̂l ĉl ) ∂ ĝ1 ···ĝk J13;4
→
−
→
−
× ∂ (dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 )···(dˆl êl fˆl ) ∂ ĥ1 ···ĥk ,
←
−
←
−
(â1 b̂1 ĉ1 ),(dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 );(ĝ1 ĥ1 ),(m̂1 n̂1 )
F23;4 : ∂ (â1 b̂1 ĉ1 )···(âl b̂l ĉl ) ∂ (ĝ1 ĥ1 )···(ĝk ĥk ) J23;4
···
→
→
−
(âl b̂l ĉl ),(dˆl êl fˆl );(ĝk ĥk ),(m̂k n̂k ) −
∂ (dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 )···(dˆl êl fˆl ) ∂ (m̂1 n̂1 )···(m̂k n̂k ) ,
J23;4
←
−
←
−
←
−
(â1 b̂1 ĉ1 ),(dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 );(ĝ1 ĥ1 ),(m̂1 n̂1 );
F123;4 : ∂ (â1 b̂1 ĉ1 )···(âl b̂l ĉl ) ∂ (ĝ1 ĥ1 )···(ĝk ĥk ) ∂ p̂1 ···p̂r J123;4
→
(âl b̂l ĉl ),(dˆl êl fˆl );(ĝk ĥk ),(m̂k n̂k );p̂r q̂r −
∂ (dˆ1 ê1 fˆ1 )···(dˆl êl fˆl )
p̂1 q̂ · · · J123;4
→
−
→
−
∂ (m̂1 n̂1 )···(m̂k n̂k ) ∂ q̂1 ···q̂r .
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Continuous limits of the fuzzy ﬂag manifolds

As a consistency check, one can calculate the dimension of the continuous
ﬂag manifolds from considering the L → ∞ limit of the various representations used in describing the fuzzy algebra of functions on them. The
underlying idea is simply that given a cutoﬀ L, the number of eigenvalues
should be proportional to Ld on a d-dimensional manifold. The number
of degrees of freedom in the matrix algebras was the square of the dimension d(a1 (L), a2 (L), a3 (L)) of the representation (a1 (L), a2 (L), a3 (L)), and
we can thus deduce that
 

ln d a1 (L), a2 (L), a3 (L)
.
(4.71)
d = lim
L→∞
ln L
A trivial calculation shows that the representations and the matrix algebras
we have chosen in the previous sections indeed reproduce the right dimensions for the various ﬂag manifolds:
Flag manifold

F1;4

F2;4

F3;4

F12;4

F13;4

F23;4

F123;4

Representations (L, 0, 0) (0, L, 0) (0, 0, L) (L, L, 0) (L, 0, L) (0, L, L) (L, L, L)
Real dimension
6
8
6
10
10
10
12

Considering the expressions for the star products on the various ﬂag manifolds found in the previous sections, it is also evident that the star or operator product will go over to the commutative product in the limit L → ∞.
As discussed in [31], this limit is, however, not clearly observable in the
simpliﬁed formulæ using the complex coordinates ai , bi , ci . Furthermore,
the derivatives in the fuzzy case containing the geometric information are
evidently approaching the derivatives in the continuum for L → ∞.

5
5.1

Super Plücker embeddings and ﬂag supermanifolds
Flag supermanifolds of U(4|n)

Flag supermanifolds can be deﬁned analogously to bosonic ﬂag manifolds by
considering the supervector space Cm|n [18]; see also Appendix A for more
details. A superﬂag is a sequence of superspaces VD1  · · ·  VDk ⊂ Cm|n
such that dimC VD = D = d|δ. Note that inclusion requires that di ≤ dj
and δi ≤ δj for i < j with at least one inequality being strict. A ﬂag supermanifold FD1 ···Dk ;m|n is correspondingly the set of all superﬂags fD1 ···Dk ;m|n .
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One can again write a ﬂag supermanifold as a coset space


FD1 ···Dk ;m|n = U(m|n)/ U(m − dk |n − δk ) × · · · × U(d1 |δ1 ) .

(5.1)

The special unitary supergroups SU(m|n) are not useful here, as for m = n,
one has to exclude the identity matrix, which is a central element in this
case, from the set of generators of su(m|n). See Appendix A for more details
on this point.
As before, we will be interested in the ﬂag manifolds arising naturally in
the double ﬁbration underlying well-known supertwistor correspondences.
These spaces are ﬂags in the superspace C4|n , and because there are again
natural projections, they ﬁt into the following diagram:
F(2|0)(2|n)(3|n);(4|n)

XXX


9
z
X
6
F(2|0)(2|n);(4|n) X
y
: F(3|n);(4|n)

XXX

6
6
F(1|0)(2|0)(2|n)(3|n);(4|n)

XX


X
9

z
X

F(1|0)(2|0)(2|n);(4|n)

XX
X
z
X

?

F(1|0);(4|n)

(5.2)

F(1|0)(3|n);(4|n)




9

Here, F(1|0);(4|n) is the superspace CP 3|n and F(2|0)(2|n);(4|n) is the conformal
compactiﬁcation of super Minkowski space with n = N being the number of
supersymmetries. Note that F(2|0)(2|n);(4|n) contains the left chiral superspace
F(2|0);(4|n) as well as the right chiral superspace F(2|n);(4|n) [18]. Since in the
twistor correspondences involving F(1|0);(4|n) and F(3|n);(4|n) , only these chiral
subspaces play a rôle, we will also restrict the correspondence spaces and
only consider F(1|0)(2|0);(4|n) and F(2|n)(3|n);(4|n) instead of F(1|0)(2|0)(2|n);(4|n)
and F(2|0)(2|n)(3|n);(4|n) .
To get a reliable handle on the geometry of the ﬂag supermanifolds, it is
useful to introduce local coordinates. For simplicity, we will ﬁrst consider
the ordinary Graßmannians and then discuss the super case. The extension
to reducible ﬂag supermanifolds will be straightforward. On a Graßmannian
Gk;n , a patch corresponds to a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with k elements, which
selects k columns of a k × n matrix Z. We identify these columns with
the columns of a k × k unit matrix; they ﬁx parts of the vectors spanning
the k-dimensional vector subspaces. The remaining columns are ﬁlled by
the local coordinates on the patch I. As an example, consider CP 2 = G1;3 ,
where there are three patches
Z1 = (1 z11 z12 ),

Z2 = (z21 1 z22 )

and Z3 = (z31 z32 1).

(5.3)
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Transition functions are elements of a ﬁnite subgroup of GL(n, C), permuting
the k × k unit matrix to diﬀerent columns. We also see that on every patch
we have the U(k) × U(n − k) ⊂ U(n) invariance manifest.
For a super Graßmannian Gk|κ;n|ν , we consider a (k|κ) × (k + (n − k)|κ +
(ν − κ))-dimensional supermatrix ZI , into which we insert the columns of
the k|κ × k|κ-dimensional unit matrix, preserving the grading of the matrix.
The set I of the columns which we selected corresponds again to a patch.
The discussion of the transition functions is the same as in the bosonic case
and the symmetries factored out are again manifest.
A ﬁrst observation is that for the super Graßmannians we are interested
in, the fermionic dimension of the subspace is always either maximal or
minimal. This leads, e.g., to matrices ZI


G2|0;4|4 : Z34|· = x2×2 12×2 ξ2×4 ,


G2|0;2|4 : Z12|· = 12×2 ξ2×4 ,
(5.4)


x2×2 12×2 02×4
G2|4;4|4 : Z34|1234 =
,
ξ4×2 04×2 14×4
where the lines indicate the boundaries of the four canonical blocks in the
supermatrix Z. The ﬁrst and the third space are the compactiﬁed, complexiﬁed chiral and anti-chiral N = 4 superspaces, respectively. It is easy to
convince oneself that (the bosonic part of) the transition functions are the
same as in the purely bosonic case. Therefore, the super Graßmannians (and
also the ﬂag supermanifolds) we are dealing with are simply certain fermionic
vector bundles over their bodies, i.e., the embedded ordinary ﬂag manifolds.
As an explicit example, consider the space CP 1|2 . Following our discussion
of local coordinates, we introduce the two patches U± , corresponding to the
matrices
1 2
Z+ = (z+ 1 ζ+
ζ+ )

1 2
and Z− = (1 z− ζ−
ζ− ).

(5.5)

The transition function between both patches is evidently f+− = z+ , and
1,2
1,2
= z+ ζ−
. Thus, the space CP 1|2 is the total space of
therefore we have ζ+
the rank 0|2 vector bundle
ΠO(1) ⊕ ΠO(1) → CP 1 .

(5.6)

For more details on the deﬁnition of super Graßmannians and ﬂag supermanifolds, see [32].
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case n = N = 4 in the
following. Using the description of super Graßmannians given above, it is
easy to determine the dimensions of the various ﬂag supermanifolds in (5.2)
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for n = 4. We have
F(1|0);(4|4) : 3|4

F(2|0);(4|4) : 4|8

F(2|4);(4|4) : 4|8

F(2|0)(2|4);(4|4) : 4|16

F(1|0)(2|0);(4|4) : 5|8

F(3|4);(4|4) : 3|4

F(2|4)(3|4);(4|4) : 5|8

F(1|0)(3|4);(4|4) : 5|16

(5.7)

F(1|0)(2|0)(2|4)(3|4);(4|4) : 6|16.
The minimal numbers of patches covering the ﬂag supermanifolds are the
same as the ones for their bodies.

5.2

The Plücker and super Plücker embeddings

Before discussing the super variant of the Plücker embedding, let us brieﬂy
recall its common form; see also the review article [33]. A Graßmannian
Gk;n is the space of all k-dimensional vector subspaces in V = Cn . Each
such space is spanned by a basis f1 , . . . , fk and we can combine this basis
into an element of the kth exterior power of V
A := f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fk ,

A ∈ Λk V.

(5.8)

Each element of this form describes a point on Gk;n , however, not every
element of Λk V is of this form. In particular, a sum of two diﬀerent such
elements will not in general be decomposable into a single wedge product
of k vectors. One thus needs additional conditions to decide, whether an
element of Λk V is fully decomposable. Physically, this question is completely
analogous to the question, whether a k-fermion state can be decomposed into
a product of k single particle states.
It is well known that the necessary and suﬃcient condition for A ∈ Λk V
to be of the form (5.8) is
(B A) ∧ A = 0

for all B ∈ Λk−1 V ∨ ,

(5.9)

where V ∨ denotes the space dual to V . The proof of this statement is a
simpliﬁcation of the one in the graded case, which we will give below. The
equations arising from (5.9) are called the Plücker relations. In the case
k = 2, this condition simpliﬁes to (B A) ∧ A = 12 B (A ∧ A) and thus to
A ∧ A = εijkl Aij Akl = 0, the condition we used in Section 2.3
Consider now a basis (e1 , . . . , en ) of V with a dual basis (e1∨ , . . . , en∨ )
of V ∗ , ei , ej∨ = δij . It is obviously suﬃcient to consider (5.9) only for
elements B of the form ei∨1 ∧ · · · ∧ ei∨k . Writing A = Ai1 ···ik ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eik−1 ,
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(5.9) reduces to
k



(−1)t Aj1 ···jk−1 it Ai1 ···it ···ik+1 = Aj1 ···jk−1 [i1 Ai2 ···ik+1 ] = 0,

(5.10)

t=0

where ˆ· indicates an omission as usual.
Note that not all of these equations are independent, but one can easily read oﬀ the number of independent ones. As the Plücker relations are
evidently projective, one can ﬁx a nonvanishing component to unity, e.g.,
Ap1 ···pk = 1. Then it follows that one can solve for all coordinates with
m ≥ 2 indices diﬀerent from all of the pr [33]: Consider a sequence q1 · · · qk
of indices, m of which are not in the sequence p1 · · · pk . From (5.10),
we obtain for (jk ) = (q1 · · · q"r · · · qk ) and (ik ) = (qr p1 · · · pk ) the following
equation:
Aq1 ···qr ···qk qr Ap1 ···pk =

k

(−1)t Aq1 ···qr ···qk pt Ap1 ···pt ···pk .

(5.11)

t=1

If pr is contained in the sequence q1 · · · qk , the right hand side vanishes,
otherwise exactly m − 1 of the elements in the sequence q1 · · · q"r · · · qk pt are
not in the sequence p1 · · · pk . Iterating this prescription, we ﬁnd that all
Plücker coordinates can be expressed in terms ofAq1 ···qk with at most one
qs not in the sequence p1 · · · pk . That is, of the nk coordinates on Λk Cn ,
only 1 + k(n − k) are relevant, and this is the number of (homogeneous)
coordinates on the Graßmannian Gk;n .
For the discussion of ﬂag supermanifolds, we need a similar picture at
hands, and we will ﬁnd that for Graßmannians Gk|κ;n|ν for which κ ∈ {0, ν},
the Plücker embedding can be straightforwardly extended. This fact is mentioned in [32], but beyond this, we are not aware of any explicit discussion
of super Plücker embeddings in the literature.
The Graßmannian Gk|κ;n|ν consists of spaces spanned by k even and κ
odd supervectors in V = Cn|ν . Given a basis eI = (ei , εα ), we can write a
point10 A ∈ Λk|κ Cn|ν ⊂ Gk|κ;n|ν as
A = AI1 ···Ik Υ1 ···Υκ eI1 ∧ · · · ∧ eIk ∧ eΥ1 ∧ · · · ∧ eΥκ ,

(5.12)

where Ir and Υρ range each from 1 to n + ν. The Plücker relations we are
looking for are supposed to be the necessary and suﬃcient conditions that
A = f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fk ∧ φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φκ ,
10

(5.13)

A discussion of wedge products of supervector spaces and their duals is found in [34].
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where fα and φα are linearly independent11 even and odd supervectors,
respectively. We now claim that for κ ∈ {0, ν} (and these are the only cases
we are interested in), the necessary and suﬃcient condition reads as
(B A) ∧ A = 0

for any B ∈ Λk−1|κ V∨ .

(5.14)

First, note that an even supervector v with nonvanishing body v◦ divides an
element A of Λk−1|κ V∨ with A◦ = 0, i.e., A = v ∧ w for some w ∈ Λk−2|κ
with w◦ = 0, if and only if v ∧ A = 0. Let us assume that κ = 0. If A is
of the form f1 ∧ · · · ∧ fk , then we can complete the fα to an (orthonormal)
basis of V by even supervectors fk+1 · · · fn+ν . If B is composed only of fα∨
with α ≤ k, (5.14) is satisﬁed. If there is one or more of the fα with α > k,
(5.14) is also true. Since (5.14) is linear in B and the span of the cases we
discussed comprises all of Λk−1|κ V∨ , (5.14) is true in general.
To prove the remaining direction, we follow the proof in the bosonic
case [33] and explicitly construct the Graßmannian Gk|κ;n|ν from the coordinates AI1 ···Ik . First, note that we can again ﬁx a bosonic coordinate
which has nonvanishing body (at least one such component exists, if A
has nonvanishing body), say Ai1 ···ik = 1, since the equations are projective. Furthermore, all coordinates AJ1 ···Jk with a sequence J1 · · · Jk of more
than one index diﬀerent from i1 · · · ik can again be written in terms of the
remaining coordinates; the proof is the same as in the bosonic case. We
now construct k vectors spanning a k-plane in Λk|0 Cn|ν by putting pm (J) =
Ai1 ···im−1 Jim+1 ···ik , m = 1 · · · k, J = 1 · · · n + ν. This evidently yields k linearly independent vectors with nonvanishing bodies, as they diﬀer in the
k components J = il : it is pm (il ) = 0 for m = l and pl (il ) = 1. It remains
to show that the plane corresponding to these vectors is indeed compatible with all the Plücker coordinates. First, it is straightforward to see that
the components Ai1 ···im−1 Jim+1 ···ik all are compatible with our deﬁnition. As
shown above, the remaining coordinates are derived from these and thus all
the Plücker coordinates are the ones corresponding to the Graßmannian we
constructed. Altogether, if the equation is satisﬁed, then the multivector A
describes a Graßmannian, which completes our proof for κ = 0.
For κ = ν, it is suﬃcient to note that the wedge product of the ν odd
supervectors in A either vanishes, if they are linearly dependent, or spans
all of the odd supspace. Therefore, it suﬃces again to focus on the even
supervectors in A, which is done by contracting with a dual multivector
B ∈ Λk−1|ν V∨ , and there is nothing left to prove.

11

See Appendix A for a discussion of linear independence of supervectors.
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Plücker coordinates and projector description
of irreducible ﬂag supermanifolds

From the discussion in Section 5.1., the description of CP 3|4 is evident:
homogeneous coordinates on CP 3|4 are provided by the components of an
even supervector (normalized and in a representation of type I, i.e., in a
pure even basis) aI = (ai , η α ). From the discussion above, we know that the
space CP 3|4 is the fermionic rank-4 vector bundle
C4 ⊗ ΠO(1) → CP 3 ,

(5.15)

and its sections are given by homogeneous polynomials of degree one in the
coordinates on CP 3 . We can therefore rewrite the fermionic components of
the even supervector aI as
with ηiα ∈ C0|8 .

η α = ηiα ai

(5.16)

In the following, however, we will not be interested in sections of this bundle
but rather in the algebra of functions on its total space.
We therefore continue along the lines of the bosonic case and construct a
projector using the supervector a according to
P1|0 = aāT .

(5.17)

Note that the description of a ﬂag manifold using projectors trivially
generalizes to the supercase. First of all, the bodies of even and odd supervectors of dimension 4|4 have nonzero components in the ﬁrst and the last
four components, respectively. This property is preserved by the action of
U(4|4). Thus, given a projector

P=


PA PB
,
PC PD

(5.18)

we can read oﬀ the dimension k|κ of the subspace of C4|4 onto which it
◦ ), where ·◦ denotes the body of the projector.
projects to be tr (PA◦ )| tr (PD
We will deﬁne the rank of such a projector to be k|κ.
Also, there is a subgroup U(4 − k|4 − κ) of U(4|4), which leaves invariant a
projector of rank k|κ. This is easily seen by the usual identiﬁcation of u(4|4)
with u(4 + 4) after combining the odd generators with an odd parameter and
the fact that the rank of a projector is left invariant by the action of U(4|4).
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For P1|0 to be a projector, we have to demand that
(a, a) = āa = āi ai + iη̄ α η α = 1,

(5.19)

see Appendix A for a deﬁnition of the scalar product of complex supervectors. This condition can also be understood from the construction of
CP n|n+1 via
Cn+1|n+1 → S 2n+1|2n+2 → CP n|n+1 ,
(5.20)
as the ﬁrst projection, see also [35]. We can in fact introduce coordinates
J
32|32 , where the λA are the generators
xÂ = āI λÂ
IJ a in the superspace R
of U(4|4) as described in the appendix. The coordinates xÂ describe an
B̂
embedding of CP 3|4 in R32|32 and due to λÂ
IJ λKL gÂB̂ = δIL δJK , we have
P1|0 = xÂ λB̂ gÂB̂ = aāT .

(5.21)

Underlying this construction is again a generalized Hopf ﬁbration
1 −→ U(1) −→ S 2n+1|2n+2 −→ CP n|n+1 −→ 1.

(5.22)

Let us now turn to the Graßmannians, whose description is rather straightforward using the super Plücker embedding. We start with G2|0;4|4 , and the
Plücker coordinates are given by
{[IJ]}

A2|0 = a{[I bJ]} = aI bJ − (−1)I J aJ bI = aI bJ − bI aJ ,
˜˜

(5.23)

where a = (a, η) and b = (b, ζ) are two even supervectors, {[·, ·]} is the supercommutator and I˜ denotes the parity of the corresponding index. That is,
ĩ = 0 and α̃ = 1, plus the parity of the supervector under consideration,
modulo 2. In more detail, we have
 i α

[i j]
iα
αi
α i
{α β}
1
Aij
a
and Aαβ
=
a
b
,
A
=
−A
=
ζ
−
η
b
2|0
2|0
2
2|0
2|0 = η ζ ,
(5.24)
where {·} denotes symmetrization, in particular of Graßmann-odd quantities. Note that this super-antisymmetrized combination of a and b indeed
eliminates all components of b parallel to a and in the following, we will
assume that b and a are perpendicular
āI bI = āi bi + iζ̄ α η α = 0.
a◦

(5.25)

b◦ ,

= 0 =
this equation implies that both supervectors are
Together with
linearly independent. The (internal) stabilizer subgroup of U(4|4) leaving
AIJ
2|0 invariant is U(2|0), which rotates the supervector a into b and vice
versa; see the discussion of the fuzzy case for more details.
We observed before that the Plücker coordinates Aij
2 on G2;4 contain some
redundancy: ﬁrst there is a scaling, which renders them eﬀectively coordikl
nates on CP 5 , and second, there is the identity εijkl Aij
2 A2 = 0. In the
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present case, the redundancy is somewhat larger, but from the discussion
of the super Plücker embedding, we can be speciﬁc about the number of
redundant coordinates. First of all, we have 16 even and 16 odd homogeneous coordinates and thus we are using a Plücker embedding into CP 15|16 .
Assuming that A12
2|0 = 1 ﬁxes the scaling, only the coordinates
14
A13
2|0 A2|0

A15
2|0 · · ·

A18
2|0

24
A23
2|0 A2|0

A25
2|0 · · ·

A28
2|0

(5.26)

are independent and we thus arrive at a 4|8-dimensional space, G2|0;4|4 .
From the bi-supervector A2|0 , one can again construct a projector
KL
(P2|0;4|4 )IJ;KL = AIJ
2|0 Ā2|0

(5.27)

and with our choice and the orthonormality of a and b, P2|0;4|4 satisﬁes
indeed (P2|0;4|4 )2 = P2|0;4|4 . Underlying the construction of this projector
is again a generalized Hopf ﬁbration, which is evidently a superextension of
the one for G2;4 :
1 −→ U(2|0) −→ S 7|8 × S 5|8 −→ F2|0;4|4 −→ 1.

(5.28)

It is now necessary to introduce a super-antisymmetrized tensor product
deﬁned as

˜˜
(A  B)IJ;KL := 14 AIK BJL − (−1)I J AJK BIL
(5.29)

˜˜
− (−1)K̃ L̃ AIL BJK + (−1)I J (−1)K̃ L̃ AJL BIK .
As in the case of the antisymmetric product of the generators of U(4), we
also have here various Fierz identities, see Appendix A. Using one of these
identities, we can introduce the projector
IJ
(P2|0;4|4 )IJ;KL = ĀKL
2|0 A2|0




 

L
I J
Â
B̂
Ĉ
D̂
= ĀK
2|0 (λ  λ )K  L I  J  A2|0 (λ  λ )IJ;KL gAC gBD

=: xÂB̂ (λĈ  λD̂ )IJ;KL gAC gBD .

(5.30)

The next Graßmannian to be described is the space G2|4;4|4 . This space
is certainly “dual” to G2|0;4|4 , as one easily guesses from the description in
terms of coordinate matrices ZI given in the previous section. To describe
this space, one needs to take two even and four odd normalized supervectors and then super-antisymmetrize them. A short remark is in order to
show that super-antisymmetrizing indeed yields a projection on their mutually orthogonal components. We saw above that this is true for two even
supervectors. Since the bodies of normalized even and odd supervectors are
nonvanishing exactly in the even and odd indices, respectively, a pair of an
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even and an odd normalized supervector are always linearly independent;
antisupersymmetrization just eliminates redundancies in the description of
1|1-dimensional subspaces via Plücker relations. Given two odd supervectors, super-antisymmetrization has the same eﬀect on the even and odd
components as it had on two even supervectors and thus projects out nonorthogonal components.
Altogether, we have Plücker coordinates
1 ···Υ4
AIJΥ
= a{[I bJ η Υ1 · · · η Υ4}] ,
2|4

(5.31)

where aI , bI and η Υ are even and odd supervectors, respectively. We
assume that A1245678
= 1 to ﬁx the scale. From the discussion of the super
2|4
Plücker embedding, it then follows that the independent coordinates here
are given by
A135678
A145678
2|4
2|4

A155678
···
2|4

A185678
2|4

A235678
A245678
2|4
2|4

A255678
···
2|4

A285678
2|4

.

(5.32)

3|4

In the case of the dual complex projective superspace CP ∗ , we add to
this picture another even supervector cI and obtain the Plücker coordinates
1 ···Υ4
= a{[I bJ cK η Υ1 · · · η Υ4}] ,
AIJKΥ
2|4

(5.33)

where aI , bI and η Υ are even and odd supervectors, respectively. We ﬁx the
scale by A12345678
= 1 and the remaining independent coordinates here are
3|4
A1345678
A2345678
A155678
···
A1245678
3|4
3|4
3|4
3|4

A185678
.
2|4

(5.34)

We refrain from going into any further detail at this point and refer to the
discussion of the fuzzy pictures of these super Graßmannians.

5.4

The reducible ﬂag supermanifolds

As in the bosonic case, the description of the reducible ﬂag supermanifolds
is merely a combination of the underlying “elementary” Graßmannians.
The complexiﬁed, compactiﬁed super Minkowski space F(2|0)(2|4);(4|4) is a
reducible ﬂag supermanifold, although its body is an irreducible ﬂag manifold. Combining the sets of Plücker coordinates on G2|0;4|4 and G2|4;4|4 and
factoring out redundancies arising from the fact that the even supervectors
in both cases are the same, one arrives at the Plücker coordinates on the
space F(2|0)(2|4);4|4 , which is of superdimension 4|16.
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Similarly, the remaining ﬂag supermanifolds are constructed by combining
the coordinates of the Graßmannians corresponding to the various subﬂags.
Again, a more detailed discussion will be presented, when we develop the
fuzzy versions of these spaces.

5.5

Geometric structures on the ﬂag supermanifolds

The description of the ﬂag supermanifolds in terms of projectors allows us to
proceed similarly to the case of ordinary ﬂag manifolds in the description of
their geometry. That is, we describe a point on a ﬂag supermanifold M again
by a projector P0 , and the action of G = U(4|4) on this point produces all
of M. The coordinates xA provide an embedding of M in Rm|n (e.g., CP 3|4
is embedded in R32|32 ). The tangent vectors at P0 are naturally obtained
from an appropriate action R(Λ) on P0 and we deﬁne analogously to the
bosonic case
TP0 M = {R(Λ)P0 |Λ ∈ u(4|4)}.

(5.35)

The generators of the subgroup H in M = G/H will leave P0 invariant, and
thus TP0 M is of the same dimension as M. In the case of CP 3|4 , R(Λ) is
the superadjoint action, and since P0 is an even supermatrix, it is thus clear
that a vector V ∈ TP0 M satisﬁes
{P0 , V} = V

and

str V = 0.

(5.36)

From this point, it is rather obvious that we can proceed with the deﬁnition
of the complex structure, the metric, as well as the Kähler structure, exactly
as in the bosonic case. We thus go over to an arbitrary projector P describing
any point on M and deﬁne the complex structure as
IV := −i{[P, V]} = −i[P, V],

(5.37)

which trivially satisﬁes I 2 = −1 and the hermitian supermetric as
g(V1 , V2 ) = − str (IV1 IV2 ),

(5.38)

which satisﬁes g(IV1 , IV2 ) = g(V1 , V2 ), is invariant under the
action of U(4|4) on the vectors V1 and V2 and deﬁnes a supersymmetric
even tensor: g(V1 , V2 ) = (−1)Ṽ1 Ṽ2 g(V2 , V1 ). Evidently, there is the supersymplectic structure
Ω(V1 , V2 ) = g(IV1 , V2 ),

(5.39)
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satisfying Ω(V1 , V2 ) = −(−1)Ṽ1 Ṽ2 Ω(V2 , V1 ), from which we obtain the
super Kähler structure J as


J(V1 , V2 ) = 12 g(V1 , V2 ) + iΩ(V1 , V2 ) = str (PV1 (1 − P)V2 ). (5.40)
Note that for any normalized supervector a, there is a transformation
g ∈ U(4|4) mapping it to the vector a = (1, 0, . . .)T . This implies that by
an appropriate action of g, one can turn P into diag(1, 0, . . .) and therefore
we have again the formula str (PAPB) = str (PA) str (PB), which allows
us to write
J(V1 , V2 ) = str (PV1 V2 ) − str (PV1 ) str (PV2 ).

(5.41)

Furthermore, we introduce the obvious components J AB = J(λA , λB ) etc.,
for which we have e.g., the identity


J AB λB = str PλA (1 − P)λB λB = PλA (1 − P).
(5.42)
Note that a projection onto the body of all the structures introduced in
this section naturally reduces them to their ordinary counterparts on bosonic
ﬂag manifolds. These geometric structures are thus (unique) supersymmetric extensions. Furthermore, the above discussion naturally extends to the
case of all other ﬂag supermanifolds involving super-antisymmetrized tensor
products of the type λA  λB  · · · .

6

Fuzzy ﬂag supermanifolds

Having a description of ﬂag supermanifolds using the Plücker embedding, we
obtain quite straightforwardly the description of fuzzy ﬂag supermanifolds.
We will be rather concise and essentially stress the diﬀerences with the
bosonic case. For earlier accounts of quantizing CP 1|2 , see e.g. [36].

6.1

Supercoherent states

The discussion of supercoherent states is done in close analogy to the case of
bosonic coherent states. Consider the generators of the supergroup U(4|4).
After taking out the matrix diag(14 , −14 ), we are left with 31 bosonic and 32
fermionic generators. There are seven generators of the Cartan subalgebra:
the six Cartan generators of the two SU(4)s contained in U(4|4) together
with 18 . We pair the remaining 24 bosonic and 30 fermionic generators
into raising and lowering operators. Seven of them are fundamental, the
remaining ones are generated by supercommutators of these. All of the
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fundamental and Cartan generators are of the form
⎛.
⎞
⎛.
.. 0 0
..
0
⎜
⎟
⎜
0⎟
⎜0 1 0
⎜0
Hi = ⎜
⎟, Ei+ = ⎜
⎝ 0 0 −1 0 ⎠
⎝0
..
.
0 0 0
0
⎛.
⎞
.. 0 0 0
⎜
⎟
⎜0 0 0 0⎟
Ei− = ⎜
⎟,
⎝0 1 0 0⎠
.
0 0 0 ..
except for the following
⎛
..
⎜ .
⎜0
H4 = ⎜
⎜0
⎝
0

three:

⎞

⎛

..

0⎟
⎜ .
⎜
0⎟
⎟, E + = ⎜ 0
4
⎟
⎜0
0⎠
⎝
.
0 0 ..
0
⎞
⎛
..
⎜ . 0 0 0⎟
⎜0 0 0 0⎟
⎟
E4− = ⎜
⎜ 0 1 0 0 ⎟.
⎠
⎝
..
.
0 0 0

0 0
1 0
0 1

⎞
0
⎟
0⎟
⎟,
0⎠
.
0 0 ..
0 0
0 1
0 0

⎞
0 0
0 1
0 0

0⎟
0⎟
⎟,
0⎟
⎠
.
0 0 ..

The lines mark the boundaries between the four blocks of the supermatrices.
Correspondingly, we can introduce a super Dynkin diagram of the form
q0
a5
a6
a4
i
i
i
i(6.1)
×
where the Dynkin labels indicate again the number of nontrivial actions of
Ei− on a highest weight state. Setting these labels to zero, we evidently
enlarge the isotropy group of the highest weight states in the same way as
in the bosonic case. That is, the highest weight state in the representation
(L, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) has isotropy group SU(3|4), while the highest weight state
in the representation (0, L, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) has isotropy group SU(2) × SU(2|4).
These are thus the representations, in which the coherent states correspond
to points on the ﬂag supermanifolds F1|0;4|4 and F2|0;4|4 .
a1

i

a2

i

a3

i

The remaining representations for the ﬂag manifolds F3|4;4|4 and F2|4;4|4
are given by representations with the Dynkin labels (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, L) and
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, L, 0). The representations corresponding to ﬂag manifolds are
derived by choosing the Dynkin labels corresponding to all the contained
Graßmannians to be nonvanishing.
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The further discussion of the construction of coherent states as well as the
treatment of the various patches (choosing dominant weight states instead
of highest weight states) is evident. Instead of going into details, we continue directly with the construction of fuzzy matrix algebras on the ﬂag
supermanifolds in the next section.

6.2

3|4

The fuzzy complex projective superspace CP F

The fuzziﬁcation of CP 3|4 is obtained by promoting its homogeneous coordinates to creation and annihilation operators of bosonic and fermionic
harmonic oscillators:
aI = (ai , η α )

→

âI = (âi , η̂ α )

with {[aI , aJ† ]} = δ IJ .
âI† âI

âi† âi

(6.2)

η̂ α† η̂ α ,

The total number operator reads then as N̂ =
=
+
and
commutes with the auxiliary coordinate operator
1
J
x̂A := âI† λA
(6.3)
IJ â .
N̂
We can thus restrict the algebra of functions to the L-particle Hilbert space
F
spanned by the states
H1|0;4|4
âI1 † · · · âIL † |0

or âi1 † · · · âiL−k η̂ α1 † · · · η̂ αk † |0 ,

(6.4)

where, evidently, k ≤ 4. Using the Schwinger construction for Lie superalgebras, we can deﬁne an action of u(4|4) on this space:
J
L̂A = âI† λA
IJ â .

(6.5)

notation12

In the standard
for Young supertableaux, the representations
F
space H1|0;4|4 corresponds to
L

  

• 
• 
• 
•.

(6.6)

The algebra of functions on CP 3|4 is given by the matrix algebra
âI1 † · · · âIL † |0 0|âJ1 · · · âJL ,

(6.7)

which corresponds to the tensor product
L

L

  
  

• 
• 
• 
• ⊗ ,
where  stands for the dual (contragredient) representation of 
•.
12

see, e.g., [37, 38]

(6.8)
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For simplicity, let us give the star product on this space only for the
complex coordinates aI = (ai , η α ). The algebra of functions is spanned by
the monomials
āI1 · · · āIL aJ1 · · · aJL ,
(6.9)
and the star product is deﬁned as


∂
1 ∂
∂
1 ∂
··· I ⊗
· · · I (f ⊗ g) .
(f g) = μ
L! ∂aI1
∂a L
L! ∂āI1
∂ā L

(6.10)

Although the second-order Casimir still labels representations to some
extend, the Laplacian in the continuum does not have any immediate meaning. We are thus more interested in translating all the various derivatives,
written in terms of the embedding coordinates to the fuzzy picture. This
is easily done using the generators LA described in Appendix B. One can
show in complete analogy to the case of CP 3 that

L 

LA fL (x) = √ xA fL (x) − (−1)ÃfL fL (x) xA
2
(6.11)


L
ˆ
= tr ρ (x1|0;4|4 ){[L̂A , f ]} .
Together with the Killing metric gAB , this suﬃciently describes the geometry
on fuzzy CP 3|4 embedded in R32|32 .

6.3

The remaining fuzzy Graßmannian supermanifolds

The next ﬂag manifold in our list is G2|0;4|4 , which is of complex dimension
4|8. From the super Plücker embedding of this space into Λ2|0 C4|4 , the fuzziﬁcation is immediately obvious. We start from two sets of supersymmetric
oscillators
{[âI , âJ† ]} = δ IJ , {[b̂I , b̂J† ]} = δ IJ
(6.12)
with components âI = (âi , η̂ α ) and b̂I = (b̂i , θ̂α ). From these, we construct
the composite annihilation and creation operators
{[I J]}
ÂIJ
2|0 := â b̂ ,

{[I† J]}†
ÂIJ†
b̂ ,
2|0 := â

(6.13)

or, in more detail,
{α β}
Âαβ
2|0 := η̂ θ̂ ,
(6.14)
together with their hermitian conjugates. The construction of the usual
L-particle Hilbert space is now again straightforward and this space forms a
[i j]
Âij
2|0 = â b̂ ,

i α
α i
Âiα
2|0 = â θ̂ − η̂ b̂ ,

iα
Âαi
2|0 = −Â2|0 ,
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representation of U(4|4). Combining this Hilbert space with a dual copy, we
obtain the algebra of functions on GF2|0;4|4 as a matrix algebra of the form
L

L

  
  

• 
• 
• 
• ⊗  .

• 
• 
• 

•

(6.15)

From this construction, the deformed algebra of functions on G2|0;4|4
together with the star product are also obvious.
The construction for the remaining two Graßmannians G2|4;4|4 and
3|4

G3|4;4|4 = CP ∗ uses composite creation and annihilation operators obtained
from super-antisymmetrizing two even and four odd, and three even and four
odd sets of superoscillators, respectively
Υ }]

1 ···Υ4
= â{[I b̂J η̂1Υ1 · · · η̂4 4
ÂIJΥ
2|4

Υ }]

1 ···Υ4
and ÂIJKΥ
= â{[I b̂J ĉK η̂1Υ1 · · · η̂4 4 ,
3|4
(6.16)

where the η̂ Υ = (η̂ i , âα ) are sets of odd annihilation operators satisfying with
their hermitian conjugate the algebra
{[η̂ Υ1 , η̂ Υ2 † ]} = δ Υ1 Υ2 .

(6.17)

From the discussion above, the representations are clear.

6.4

The fuzzy reducible ﬂag supermanifolds

The discussion of the fuzzy reducible ﬂag supermanifolds is now completely
obvious. By combining sets of oscillators from the various super Graßmannians, we obtain the appropriate sets of oscillators (and thus the relevant
Fock spaces from which the algebras of functions are constructed) for the
ﬂag supermanifolds naturally projecting on these Graßmannians. Instead of
repeating the discussion for all the ﬂag supermanifolds, let us merely study
the example of F(1|0)(2|0);4|4 .
For this ﬂag supermanifold, we need the oscillators of G1|0;4|4 = CP 3|4
together with the ones of G2|0;4|4 :
âI ,

âI† ,

{[I J]}
ÂIJ
2|0 = â b̂ ,

{[I† J]}†
ÂIJ†
b̂ .
2|0 = â

(6.18)
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Using L1 operators âI† and L2 operators ÂIJ†
2|0 we construct the (L1 , L2 )particle Fock space and its dual. Tensoring them yields the algebra of functions on F(1|0)(2|0);4|4 as the matrix algebra
L2 +L1

L2 +L1








• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• ⊗ .

• 
• 
• 
•

6.5

(6.19)

Fuzzy Calabi–Yau supermanifolds

Calabi–Yau supermanifolds received much attention recently in twistor
string theory [39], where CP 3|4 was used as a target space for the topological B-model. The interest in this particular space is due to the fact
that CP 3|4 is simultaneously a supertwistor space and a Calabi–Yau supermanifold. The latter spaces are deﬁned as spaces whose canonical bundle is
trivial and thus have a nowhere vanishing holomorphic volume form. It was
furthermore conjectured [39, 40] that there is a mirror symmetry between
CP 3|4 and the superambitwistor space L5|6 := F(1|0)(3|3);4|3 . (Note that in
our above constructions, we instead considered the space F(1|0)(3|4);4|4 .) The
space L5|6 is of real dimension 10|12 and a coset space of U(4|3), as deﬁned
in (5.1). The corresponding fuzzy space is obtained from merging the fuzzy
3|3
versions of CP 3|3 = F1|0;4|3 and CP ∗ = F3|3;4|3 in the same way fuzzy ﬂag
manifolds are obtained from their sub-Graßmannians. Since the construction is again rather trivial, we stop here and postpone the analysis of fuzzy
mirror symmetry to future work.
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Appendix A

Supermathematics, conventions and deﬁnitions

We denote even objects by Latin letters and odd objects by Greek ones.
Boldface symbols will represent superobjects. Furthermore, a tilde over an
index or an object will denote the naturally assigned parity, and ·◦ attached
to an object refers to its body.
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Supernumbers

A supernumber is an element of the Graßmann algebra ΛN , N ∈
N ∪ {∞} which has generators ξ i , i = 1, . . . , N satisfying ξ i ξ j + ξ j ξ i = 0.
The Graßmann algebra decomposes into an even and an odd part, ΛN,0 =
ΛN,c , ΛN,1 = ΛN,a , which are the subsets of supernumbers built from an
even and an odd number of Graßmann generators, respectively. The body of
a supernumber is denoted by z ◦ and consists of the purely complex part of z
containing no Graßmann generator. For complex conjugation of Graßmann
odd quantities, there are essentially two conventions used throughout the
literature. First, and most commonly, there is
(θ1 θ2 )∗ = θ̄2 θ̄1 = −θ̄1 θ̄2 ,

(A.1)

which is used, e.g., in [38, 41]. Second, there is
(θ1 θ2 )∗ = −θ̄2 θ̄1 = +θ̄1 θ̄2 ,

(A.2)

which is used in [34, 42]. The latter convention respects the sign rule that
interchanging two Graßmann-odd objects in a monomial should always be
accompanied by an additional sign. There is a discussion of this issue in [42].
Manin in his book [32] also discusses all of these conventions. In this paper,
we use the second convention.

A.2

Supervectors

A supervector space is a free module over a supercommutative ring. We
restrict our considerations to supervector spaces which are endowed with
a so-called pure basis. In particular, consider a supervector space V with a
so-called class I (even) basis (eA ) of n even and ν odd elements:
(eA ) = (e1 , . . . , en , ε1 , . . . , εν ). The supervector space V is then said to be
of dimension n|ν.
A n|ν-dimensional supervector consists of n + ν components. If the ﬁrst
n of the components of a supervector are even and the remaining ν odd, the
supervector is called even. If the inverse statement is true, the supervector
is said to be odd
x = xa ea + ξ α εα ⇒ x̃ = 0

and x = ξ a ea + xα εα ⇒ x̃ = 1,

(A.3)

where xi and ξ i are complex even and odd supernumbers, respectively. If
the supervector is neither odd nor even, it is of mixed parity.
We will also allow for class II bases, in which the parity of the even and
odd basis elements is interchanged: (eA ) = (ε1 , . . . , εn , e1 , . . . , eν ). Here, the
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dependence of the parity of a supervector on the parity of its components is
evidently inverted.
A
Two supervectors (eA
1 ), (e2 ) are called linearly independent, if and only if
A
αeA
1 + βe2 = 0

⇒

α = β = 0,

(A.4)

where α, β ∈ ΛN . This is equivalent to their bodies e◦1 , e◦2 being linearly independent. A scalar product between two complex supervectors is supposed
to be graded antilinear, i.e.,
(a, b) = (−1)ãb̃ (b, a)∗ .

(A.5)

For even supervectors with components a = (ai , η α ) and b = (bi , ζ α ), where
ai , bi ∈ ΛN,c and η α , ζ α ∈ ΛN,a , we can thus deﬁne
(a, b) := a† b := āi bi + iη̄ α ζ α .

(A.6)

Two supervectors are perpendicular, if they have nonvanishing bodies and
the scalar product between them vanishes. It follows that they are linearly
independent.
A general supermatrix acting on the elements of an n|ν-dimensional supervector space is of the block form


A B
,
(A.7)
M=
C D
where A is of dimension n × n and D of dimension ν × ν. The supermatrix
M is called even, if A and D have only even components and B and C consist
only of odd components; it thus preserves the parity of any supervector
it acts on. Furthermore, if it inverts the parity of the supervector, it is
called odd.
Note that the space Cn|ν is deﬁned in two diﬀerent ways throughout the
literature. Most commonly, it denotes a space described by a set of coordinates consisting of n even and complex numbers and ν complex Graßmann
variables. On the other hand, it is a n|ν-dimensional supervector space
over a complex supercommutative ring, as, e.g., the ring of complex supernumbers. For the description of ﬂag supermanifolds, we need the latter
deﬁnition.

A.3

The supergroup U(4|4)

In our conventions for supergroups, we follow essentially [38], see also [43].
The Lie superalgebra u(n|ν) is given by block supermatrices of the form
(A.7), where A and D are elements of u(n) and u(ν), respectively, while B
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and C are hermitian conjugates of each other. This algebra is generated
by n2 + ν 2 generators for the components A and C, which are even supermatrices, as well as 2nν generators for the components B and C, which
are odd supermatrices. Exponentiating these generators with even and odd
parameters, respectively, yields the supergroup U(n|ν). To obtain the superanalogue of su(n|ν), one linearly combines the identities λ0n and λ0ν of u(n)
and u(ν) into
% 1
&
% 1
&
√ 1n
√ 1n
0
0
n
n
and
.
(A.8)
√1 1ν
0
0
− √1ν 1ν
ν
Imposing the condition str (·) = 0 on the generators, eliminates the second
generator. For n = ν, this yields a semisimple super Lie algebra su(n|ν).
For n = ν, however, the ﬁrst factor becomes n1 12n and generates an invariant
Abelian subgroup. For this reason, one excludes this generator and arrives
at psu(n|n). However, the lowest dimensional representation is the adjoint,
see, e.g., [38, 41] for more details. To avoid these complications, we choose
to work with u(4|4).
The Killing form for u(n|n) is easily evaluated to be
⎛
1n 0
0
⎜ 0 1ν
⎜
⎜
−σ2
0
gÂB̂ := str (λÂ λB̂ ) = ⎜
⎜0
0
−σ
2
⎝
0
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎟
0⎟
⎠
..
.

,

(A.9)

ÂB̂

Ĉ . The Killing form is furthermore
and we also deﬁne g ÂB̂ with gÂB̂ g B̂ Ĉ = δÂ
˜˜

supersymmetric, i.e., gÂB̂ = (−1)ÂB̂ gB̂ Â and nondegenerate.
A.4

Supermanifolds

We deﬁne a (complex) supermanifold as a topological space X together
with a sheaf ON of Z2 -graded supercommutative rings on X, satisfying the
following two conditions
(i) There is a projection on the “body” of X, which is an ordinary complex
manifold of dimension m. More explicitly, consider the reduced structure sheaf O◦ := ON /I, where I is the ideal of nilpotent elements in
ON . We demand that (X, O◦ ) is a complex manifold of dimension m.
(ii) Locally, the structure sheaf is the structure sheaf of the body with
values in a Graßmann algebra. That is, for every point x in X, there
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is an open neighbourhood U such that
ON |U ∼
= Ored |U (Λ∗ Cn ).

(A.10)

We will deﬁne the dimension of such a supermanifold to be m|n. For more
details on supermanifolds, see [32, 34, 41].

A.5

Riemannian supergeometry

A supermetric on a (real) supermanifold M := (M, ON ) is an ON -linear,
even map g : T M ⊗ON T M satisfying the following properties:
(i) g is supersymmetric: g(X ⊗ Y ) = (−1)X̃ Ỹ g(Y ⊗ X).
(ii) g induces a Riemannian metric on (M, O◦ ).
(iii) g induces a symplectic form on the fermionic tangent directions of T M.
An almost complex structure on a (real) supermanifold M := (M, ON ) is
an even, smooth map I : T M → T M, which satisﬁes I 2 = −1. As in ordinary complex geometry, a real supermanifold underlying a complex supermanifold has a natural almost complex structure.
A hermitian supermetric on a supermanifold M := (M, ON ) with almost
complex structure I is a supermetric g which satisﬁes g(IX ⊗ IY ) = g(X ⊗ Y)
for all vector ﬁelds X, Y in T M. A Kähler supermetric is a supermetric, the
derived Kähler form J(X, Y ) = g(X, IY ) of which is closed: dJ = 0. As an
example of a Kähler supermanifold see the discussion of the space CP 3|4 in
Section 5.5. For more details on supergeometry, see, e.g., [44].

Appendix B

Representations of su(4) and u(4|4)

In this appendix, we brieﬂy recall a few facts on the representation theory
of su(4) and give the necessary background on the superalgebra u(4|4) and
its subalgebra su(4).

B.1

Representation of su(4) in terms of Plücker
and embedding coordinates

Consider the case CP 3 ∼
= SU(4)/U(3) ⊂ R16 . A representation of SU(4)
acting on functions written in terms of complex Plücker coordinates ai ∈ C4
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is given by
∂
∂
− aj λâij i ,
(B.1)
j
∂ā
∂a
where λâij are again the Gell-Mann matrices of SU(4) together with the
√
identity. One easily veriﬁes that [La , Lb ] = i 2f ab c Lc , where f ab c are the
structure constants of SU(4). In terms of the real coordinates
Lâ = āi λâij

xâ = āi λâij aj ,

(B.2)

describing the canonical embedding of CP 3 in R16 , the above generators
read as
√
∂
∂
(B.3)
La = −i 2f abc xb c , L0 ∼ xa a ,
∂x
∂x
as one easily veriﬁes. The representations in terms of the embedding coordinates for G2;4 is given in the text, from which also the remaining cases
follow.

B.2

Dynkin and Young diagrams for su(4)

The 15 generators of su(4) split into three generators of the Cartan subalgebra Hi , i = 1, . . . , 3 and 12 raising and lowering operators E±αj , j =
1, . . . 6 satisfying the commutation relations
[Hi , Hj ] = 0,
[Eα , E−α ] =

[Hi ,Eα ] = αi Eα ,

αi Hi , [Eα , Eβ ] = Nαβ Eα+β .

(B.4)

i

Here, α
 j are the six three-dimensional positive root vectors, Σ+ , three of
which are simple. The irreducible representations of su(4) can be labeled
by the three eigenvalues μi of a highest weight state |μ under the action of
the Hi . Equally well, one can label them by three integers ai , the Dynkin
labels, which are given by
(
μ, α
 i)
,
(B.5)
ai = 2
(
αi , α
 i)
where α
 i are the three simple roots. The Dynkin diagram labeling irreducible
representations of su(4) is then
a1

i

a2

i

a3

i

(B.6)

and these representation are of dimension
d=

a1 + 1 a2 + 1 a3 + 1 a1 + a2 + 2 a2 + a3 + 2 a1 + a2 + a3 + 3
.
1
1
1
2
2
3

(B.7)
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The Dynkin labels indicate, how often one can act with a lowering operator
on the highest weight state without obtaining a trivial state:
(E−αi )ai |μ = 0,

(E−αi )ai +1 |μ = 0.

(B.8)

On the other hand, the Dynkin labels appear naturally in the Young
diagrams of the representation (a1 , a2 , a3 )
a3 +a2 +a1






,

(B.9)

and ai counts the number of columns with i boxes.
Due to the existence of the ε-tensor, which is invariant under SU(4),
four antisymmetrized boxes combine to a singlet. Furthermore, this tensor
provides a duality between three antisymmetrized indices and one index as
well as two antisymmetric ones and their complement:
φ̌i = εijkl φjkl

B.3

and φ̌ij = 12 εijkl φkl .

(B.10)

Schwinger construction for Lie superalgebras

Consider a Lie superalgebra having the even generators λa and the odd
generators λα satisfying the commutation relations
[λa , λb ] = f ab c λc ,

[λa , λα ] = f aα β λβ ,

{λα , λβ } = f αβ a λa .

(B.11)

We summarize the generators into λA = (λa , λα ) and the commutation
relations to
{[λA , λB ]} = f AB C λC ,

(B.12)

where {[·]} denotes the supercommutator. Assume furthermore that the generators are in a representation acting on an (m|n)-dimensional supervector
space. After introducing a set of m bosonic and n fermionic oscillators
together with the corresponding annihilation and creation operators
âI = (âi , η̂ α )

and âI† = (âi† , η̂ α† ),

(B.13)

the Schwinger construction yields a representation of the Lie superalgebra by
J
L̂A = âI† λA
IJ â .

(B.14)
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Representation of u(4|4) in terms of Plücker
and embedding coordinates

Completely analogously to the representations of u(4) in terms of coordinates
describing CP 3 , one ﬁnds a representation of u(4|4) in terms of coordinates
describing CP 3|4 . We have
∂
∂
LÂ = āI λÂ
− aJ λÂ
,
(B.15)
IJ
IJ
J
∂ā
∂aI
where aI = (ai , η α ) ∈ C4|4 and in terms of the real coordinates
J
xÂ = āI λÂ
IJ a

(B.16)

describing the embedding of CP 3|4 in R32|32 , the above generators read as
√
∂
∂
LA = −i 2f ABC xB C , L0 ∼ xA A .
(B.17)
∂x
∂x
B.5

Representations and Dynkin diagrams for psu(4|4)

The representations of supergroups are divided into two classes. In the
ﬁrst class, the representation space is spanned by an even basis, while in
the second one, the basis is odd and they can be regarded as dual to each
other. Representations are again labelled by highest weights, which are
the eigenvalues of the generators of the Cartan subalgebra. The latter is
generated by two copies of the Cartan subalgebra of su(4) as well as H4 :=
diag(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), cf. Section 6.1. Accordingly, the Dynkin diagram
has seven nodes:
q0
a1
a2
a3
a5
a6
a4
i
i
i
i
i
i.
×i
(B.18)
It is now evident that a class I representation is dual to a class II representation provided that
aIi = aII
7−i

and q0I = q0II .

(B.19)

Since the superdeterminant is no longer a polynomial of ﬁnite degree,
there is no invariant totally antisymmetric ε-tensor for the SU(m|n) supergroups. However, the duality between class I and II representation takes
over the rôle of the duality between the representation and the corresponding conjugate representation. The latter arises from the interchange between
covariant and contravariant indices corresponding to a contraction with an
ε-tensor in the SU(4) picture, as we saw above.
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The second-order Casimir operator on irreducible
representations of su(4)

We constructed the algebra of functions on the fuzzy ﬂag manifolds from
spherical representations of the groups underlying the ﬂag manifolds. These
representations are described by Young diagrams, and given such a Young
diagram with m ≤ 4 rows of n1 ≥ · · · ≥ nm ≥ 0 boxes, the eigenvalue of the
second-order Casimir operator on these representations reads as13
1
2

%

m

4

m

ni +
i=1

i=1

&
'
2
( m
i=1 ni )
.
ni (ni + 1 − 2i) −
4

(B.20)

We will be mostly interested in the representations consisting of a row of
2L boxes and two rows of L boxes. For these diagrams, the above formula
reduces to L(L + 3). The other type of diagrams we will encounter consist
of three rows with a + b + a, a + b and a boxes, respectively. For them, the
above formula reduces to a2 + a(3 + b) + 12 b(4 + b).

B.7

The second-order Casimir operator on
representations of u(n|n)

We can write the second-order Casimir operator acting on the Hilbert space
3|4
F
of CP F in terms of one set of oscillators using the Schwinger
H1|0;4|4
construction
C2 = gAB L̂A L̂B
n−1
1
n+1
=
N̂b (N̂b + n) + N̂2b −
N̂f (n − N̂f )
n
n
n
1
− N̂2f + (2N̂b N̂f + nN̂f − nN̂b )
n
1
= N̂(N̂ − 1),
2
where N̂b = âi† âi and N̂f = η̂ α† η̂ α . For the other ﬂag supermanifold
we require more than one set of oscillators and the calculation is more
complicated.

13

This formula is given, e.g., in [45] with a diﬀerent normalization of the Lie algebra
generators.
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Fierz and super Fierz identities

. , 15 of su(4) and extend them
Consider the Gell-Mann matrices λa , a = 1, . .√
to the generators λâ of u(4) by adding λ0 = 1/ 4. We have the Fierz identity
λâij λâkl = δil δjk ,

(B.21)

which trivially extends in the case of the antisymmetric tensor products
λâb̂··· := λâ ∧ λb̂ ∧ · · · we deﬁned in Section 2.3 to
 âb̂ 

 

λ ij;kl λâb̂ mn;pq = δip δkm δjq δln [ij][kl][mn][pq] ,
(B.22)
 âb̂ĉ 


 âb̂ĉ 
λ
=
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
δ
.
λ
is
jt
mq
nr
lp
ku
ijk;lmn
pqr;stu
[ijk][lmn][pqr][stu]
Moreover, we can write
tr (A1 λâ )λâ = A1

and

tr (A1 λa )λa = A1 − 14 tr (A1 )1

(B.23a)

for any hermitian matrix A1 ∈ Mat4 as well as
tr (A2 λâb̂ )λâb̂ = A2
tr (A3 λâb̂ĉ )λâb̂ĉ = A3

(B.23b)

for hermitian matrices A2 ∈ Mat4 ∧ Mat4 and A3 ∈ Mat4 ∧ Mat4 ∧ Mat4 .
We can use the Killing form on U(4|4) to establish the following super
Fierz identity:
λKL = δ IL δ JK .
g ÂB̂ λIJ
Â B̂

(B.24)

To prove this formula quickly, one can, e.g., extend the one for SU(n|n)
given in [38]. From this Fierz identity, we can, as in the purely bosonic case,
immediately derive the further identities



λÂB̂ M N ;P Q = δIP δKM δJQ δLN {[IJ]}{[KL]}{[M N }] {[P Q]} ,
 ÂB̂ Ĉ 

 ÂB̂ Ĉ 
λ
=
δIS δLP δJT
λ
IJK;LM N
P QR;ST U

× δM Q δKU δN R {[IJK]}{[LM N }] {[P QR]}{[ST U }] ,


λÂB̂





IJ;KL

where λÂB̂ denotes again the graded antisymmetric tensor product
λÂB̂ = λÂ  λB̂
introduced in Section 5.3.

(B.25)
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Oscillator representation of internal isotropy subgroups

In the description of the various Graßmannians, we needed the following
formula to describe the action of the internal part of the isotropy subgroup
acting on the states of certain Fock spaces


[j1 †
jk ]†
i
(aip )† λA
= 0.
(B.26)
a
,
a
·
·
·
a
pq q 1
k
To prove this formula, consider the following form of the generators Lpq
of U (k):
i
(B.27)
Lpq = ai†
p aq ,
where i is summed over. The composite creation operators relevant in the
description of Gk;n can be written as
Aki1 ···ik † =

1
p ···p a[i1 † · · · apikk]† .
k! 1 k p1

(B.28)

Then

 i [i1 †


1
ik ]†
Lpq , Aki1 ···ik † = p1 ···pk ai†
p aq , ap1 · · · apk
k!
=

1
k!

k

[i1 †
iij
ik ]†
p1 ···pk ai†
p ap1 · · · δ δqpj · · · apk

j=1

k
qp ···p a[i1 † ai2 † · · · aipkk]†
k! 2 k p p2
= δpq Aki1 ···ik † ,
=

and thus the (traceless) generators of SU(k) leave the composite creation
operators invariant.
In the supersymmetric case, the same statement holds. Here, the creation
and annihilation operators satisfy
IJ
{[aIp , aJ†
q ]} = δpq δ .

(B.29)

Using the relations
{[a, bc]} = {[a, b]}c + (−1)ãb̃ b{[a, c]},

(B.30)

{[ab, c]} = a{[bc]} + (−1)b̃c̃ {[a, c]}b,
we obtain
˜˜

˜

J†
K†
K†
I
I
I J J†
J K̃
(J ↔ K)
{[aIp , AJK†
2|0 ]} = {[ap , a1 ]}a2 + (−1) a1 {[ap , a2 ]} − (−1)
˜˜

˜

I J IK J†
= δp1 δ IJ aK†
a1 − (−1)J K̃ (J ↔ K).
2 + δp2 (−1) δ

(B.31)
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With this relation, we can conclude that
JK†
JK†
I
I†
I
{[aI†
p aq , A2|0 ]} = ap {[aq , A2|0 ]}
˜

K†
J K̃ K† J†
= δq1 (aJ†
ap a2 )
p a2 − (−1)
˜

J†
J† K†
+ δq2 ((−1)K̃ J aK†
p a1 − a p a1 )

=
=

δp1 δq1 AJK†
2|0
JK†
δpq A2|0 .

+

(B.32)

δp2 δq2 AJK†
2|0

Similar relations can also be proven for the remaining cases of A2|4 and A3|4
by observing that, for example,
˜

˜

L†
J†
K̃ L̃ JL† K†
= AJK†
A2|0 a3 + (−1)J K̃+J L̃ AKL†
AJKL†
3|0
2|0 a3 − (−1)
2|0 a3

(B.33)

JK† L†
JK†
L†
JK†
L†
I
I† I
I† I
{[aI†
p aq , A2|0 a3 ]} = {[ap aq , A2|0 ]}a3 + A2|0 {[ap aq , a3 ]}

(B.34)

and
L†
JK† L†
= (δpq − δp3 δq3 )AJK†
2|0 a3 + δq3 A2|0 ap .

(B.35)

JKL†
I
]} = δpq AJKL†
.
{[aI†
p aq , A3|0
3|0

(B.36)

Hence,
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